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Lung cancer’s intractability is enhanced by its frequent resis-
tance to (chemo)therapy and often high relapse rates that
make it the leading cause of cancer death worldwide. Improve-
ment of therapy efficacy is a crucial issue that might lead to a
significant advance in the treatment of lung cancer. Oncolytic
viruses are desirable combination partners in the developing
field of cancer immunotherapy due to their direct cytotoxic ef-
fects and ability to elicit an immune response. Systemic onco-
lytic virus administration through intravenous injection
should ideally lead to the highest efficacy in oncolytic activity.
However, this is often hampered by the prevalence of host-spe-
cific, anti-viral immune responses. One way to achieve more
efficient systemic oncolytic virus delivery is through better pro-
tection against neutralization by several components of the
host immune system. Carrier cells, which can even have innate
tumor tropism, have shown their appropriateness as effective
vehicles for systemic oncolytic virus infection through circum-
venting restrictive features of the immune system and can war-
rant oncolytic virus delivery to tumors. In this overview, we
summarize promising results from studies in which carrier
cells have shown their usefulness for improved systemic onco-
lytic virus delivery and better oncolytic virus therapy against
lung cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Designing therapeutic agents with a high therapeutic index (i.e., effi-
cacy against malignant cells) and minimal or no toxicity to normal
cells is the main current objective for the development of novel ther-
apies against cancer. Future therapeutic approaches must be more
focused and targeted, enabling the delivery of efficient medication
dosages to every tumor cell.1 Despite undeniable advancements in
cancer treatment, certain cancers resist effective treatment directly
or through therapy-induced remission. Although drastically better re-
sults may not be possible just now, incremental improvements are
predicted with innovative or enhanced therapies using immuno-
therapy, cell-basedmedicines, oncolytic virotherapy, and hybrid tech-
niques thereof.2 Lung tumors are among the most recalcitrant solid
cancers and, although the last decade has seen a steady development
of immunotherapeutic approaches against lung cancer such as im-
mune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) becoming first-line standard ther-
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apies alone or in combination with long-established chemo- and ra-
diotherapies,3 clinical course and prognosis of especially advanced
lung cancer remains rather poor (Table 1). The need for new or better
therapies for lung cancer is urgent and one way to alleviate this neces-
sity could be the application of oncolytic virotherapy.

Intriguingly, the first clinical observations of occasional viral infec-
tions that lead to partial and sometimes complete tumor regression
in cancer patients date back more than a hundred years.11 These
initial observations were then pursued by more specified clinical
and preclinical experiments with various well-defined viral strains.12

Although results clearly showed the potential of virotherapy, since a
distinct class of now-called oncolytic viruses (OVs) did infect and
lyse cancer cells much more efficiently than healthy tissues.13 But
there the problem arose. Most early oncolytic virotherapy made use
of wild-type virus strains with high titers that could cause viremia re-
sulting in severe infections and after affecting the vital organs, some-
times ended in lethality through organ failure or sepsis.13,14 However,
in those early days, not only lethal virulence posed a major problem
but especially the poor understanding of viral tropism for tumor cells
did seriously hamper the clinical efficacy of oncolytic virotherapy.15

Only after the onset of knowledge on how to genetically modify vi-
ruses to make them conditionally replicate in specific host tumor cells
and hence control their toxicity, could these newly engineered OV
strains start to fulfill the original expectations of oncolytic virother-
apy. Significant clinical results could then be obtained with various
attenuated OV strains16 optimized for specific tumor types. However,
the ultimate challenge for OV therapy is not only the eradication of
locally injected tumor lesions but also all metastases, especially in
advanced cancers. Yet eradication of metastases necessitates systemic
OV infections, although clinical applications thereby have not been
very successful so far.17 Even though OVs work well after direct
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Table 1. Treatment modality for different stages of lung cancer

Modality Process Stage of disease Reference

Non-small cell lung cancer

Surgery

Patients with entirely resectable tumors and in a good
position for resection should consider surgery. When
the cancer is small enough to ensure that resection will
be possible, there has been little or no dissemination to
nearby lymph nodes, and the patient and other tumor
variables are favorable, surgical resection is advised.
Thoracotomy surgery is the most popular type of
surgery. The less-invasive surgery, a limited anterior
thoracotomy, requires a small opening through the
front of the chest. On the other hand, lung cancer
patients frequently undergo a lobectomy.
Segmentectomy or wedge resection may be an option
for individuals with exceedingly small, early-stage lung
tumors or those who cannot tolerate having a lobe
removed because of compromised lung function.

Surgery is the preferred and most effective treatment
for stage I and II diseases. Up to 60% of patients with
stage I illness survive for 5 years. Although surgery is
still the preferred treatment option, 5-year survival
rates for stage II tumors are typically 30%. Resection
may be viable for some stage III tumors; this should be
determined individually. Regrettably, many of these
patients experience recurrence despite resection. Due
to its variability, it is challenging to specify specific
therapy choices for cancer in stage III. Since the
survival benefits of surgery have not been established,
it is not recommended for individuals with stage
IV illness.

Herbst et al.4–6;
Alexander et al.5;
Duma et al.4–6

Radiotherapy

Radiation therapy (RT) is used to treat cancer to
raise the likelihood of curing the disease, improve
local tumor control, and provide palliative care (e.g.,
improve symptoms and quality of life). Brachytherapy
and external beam radiation therapy are RT’s two basic
delivery systems. The therapeutic ratio is determined
by comparing the maximum damage that the
surrounding healthy tissue can withstand to the
total damage that radiation is intended to cause
to the malignant cells.

At any stage, RT can be used as the first-line, curative,
adjuvant, or palliative treatment for lung cancer. Even
though they have stage I and stage II disease, patients
judged inoperable typically receive RT (e.g., due to age).
The current "gold standard" therapy for patients with
stage III illness consists of RT and chemotherapy.
Combining chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be
considered a curative therapy for stage IIIB illness.

Herbst et al.4–6;
Alexander et al.5;
Duma et al.4–6

Chemotherapy

These conditions may all be treated
with chemotherapy:

� as the primary treatment for those who
are unable to undergo surgery

� to relieve the pain of advanced cancer
� to reduce the size of a tumor before

surgery or radiation
� to kill cancer cells that were not removed

during surgery to lower the risk of recurrence
� to relieve advanced cancer pain and as

maintenance therapy in those with advanced
cancer that is responsive to chemotherapy.

According to studies, postoperative adjuvant therapy
improved 5-year survival rates for patients with stage
IB to stage III illness. At the same time, chemotherapy
appeared to harm patients with stage IA disease.
Adjuvant cisplatin-based chemotherapy is the gold
standard of care for some stage I and the majority
of stage II and III patients with completely resected
NSCLC. Since surgery is typically not an option for
patients in the stage IIIB, chemo-radiation is the
only treatment method used. Despite meager
survival rates, chemotherapy is the primary
treatment for people with stage IV illness.

Herbst et al.4–6;
Alexander et al.4,5

Small cell lung cancer

Chemotherapy

Chemotherapy agent mixtures are typically used to
treat SCLC. One drug, topotecan, a topoisomerase I
inhibitor, has been FDA approved for use in SCLC
as a second-line treatment. In addition, the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network has approved
immunotherapy drugs such as nivolumab and
nivolumab plus ipilimumab as a course of treatment for
SCLC patients who have progressed after receiving one
or more prior regimens or who have relapsed
within 6 months of receiving initial therapy.

Both mild and severe SCLC are
mostly treated with chemotherapy.

van Meerbeeck et al.7;
Zugazagoitia and
Paz-Ares7–9Yang et al.7–9

Radiotherapy

Radiation treatment and chemotherapy boost median
survival to about 1.5 years for limited-stage diseases.
Patients with early-stage illness are also advised to have
radiation therapy to the brain. This is administered
when there is no indication that cancer has progressed
to the brain and chest therapy is the only treatment.

Mortality was reduced when radiation
was used with chemotherapy for both
extensive-stage and limited-stage illnesses.

Zugazagoitia et al.8–10;
Yang et al.8–10;
Wang et al.8–10

Surgery Most cases of SCLC cannot be treated with surgery.
Surgery, in addition to chemotherapy, may
be an option for patients with stage I SCLC
and no nodal involvement.

Zugazagoitia et al.8–10;
Yang et al.8–10;
Wang et al.8–10
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Table 2. Preclinical studies on OV therapy mechanisms in lung cancer

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

Vaccinia
virus

vvDD-IL2-RG,
vvDD

Intratumoral

IL-2 linked with glycosylphosphatidylinositol
anchor (IL2-RG) expression induces an increased
immune response and almost total tumor
clearing in the subcutaneous transplanted
syngeneic LLC model. Increased
CD4+/CD8+ and TNF-a in TME.

Liu
et al.27

VV.mIFN-b
Systemic and
intratumoral

Drastic 40% tumor reduction in both NSCLC
syngeneic models using TC-1 and LKRM2 cells
as subcutaneous transplant or orthotopic. Albeit
virus replication was substantially low in
LKRM2 compared with TC-1, both models
showed high cytokine induction due to
ectopic IFN-b expression.

Wang
et al.28

vvDD
Systemic, intravenously
with anti-PD1 and
-TIM3 treatment

Urethane-induced endogenous as well as
syngeneic, subcutaneous transplanted NSCLC
models were used. vvDD infection synergized with
blockade of both PD-1 and TIM-3 through the
efficient direct killing of lung cancer tumor cells
and recruiting and activating T cells for indirect
tumor killing, vvDD was shown to induce higher
expression of both PD-1 and TIM-3 in refractory
lung cancer. Therefore, the triple combination
therapy is more effective for refractory lung cancer.

Yang
et al.29

vvDD-IL23, derived
from VV-WR strain
modified for expressing
recombinant IL23

Intratumoral

LLC (Lewis lung cancer) NSCLC cell line was used
as a subcutaneous transplant in the syngeneic
model. Intratumoral infection with IL-23-armed
vaccinia virus can induce potent antitumor effects
through increased tumor cell death. Oncolysis
combined with expression of membrane-bound
IL-23 induces elevated expression of
chemokines and other antitumor factors
that cause increased antitumor immunity.

Chen
et al.30

TG4010, a modified
vaccinia strain Ankara
(MVA), expressing
human mucin1
(MUC1) and IL-2

Systemic, intravenously
with anti-PD1 treatment

Intravenous injection with CT26 (expressing
human MUC1) colon cancer cells induced
extensive tumor growth in the lung. TG4010
application combined with anti-PD1 caused a
better antitumor immune response and tumor
regression compared with a single TG4010
treatment.

Remy-Ziller
et al.31

Oncopox-trail, derived from
VV-WR strain, expressing
recombinant TRAIL

Both intravenous and
intratumoral injections

Tumor regression of A549 xenotransplant
and LLC syngeneic models. TRAIL-induced
increase in apoptosis and necrosis.

Hu et al.32

GLV-1h68, replication-
competent recombinant
vaccinia virus derived
from the Lister strain

Intravenous injections
and systemic
cyclophosphamide (CPA)

Systemic application of GLV-1h68 and
CPA have synergistic effects against human
lung adenocarcinoma PC14PE6 cell line in
subcutaneous xenograft models.

Hofmann
et al.33

WR A34R(IHD-J) TK-Luc+
recombinant virus derived
from WR strain. This VV
recombinant produces high
levels of extracellular
enveloped virus (EEV)

Intravenous

EEV is covered by host-
cell-derived lipid bilayer
with anti-complement
proteins that protect
against immune clearance.

WR A34R(IHD-J) TK-Luc+ injected in two
syngeneic models. Subcutaneous transplanted lung
cancer cell line CMT64 and lung metastases
producing mammary tumor cell line JC. In both
models, systemic infection with WR A34R(IHD-J)
TK-Luc+ induced a significantly higher tumor
clearance level as compared with the WR strain.

Kirn
et al.34

vvDD Intravenous
Cytokine-induced killer
(CIK) cells expressing
NKG2D receptor.

CIKs loaded with vvDD were injected into
syngeneic lung metastases producing mammary
tumor (cell line JC) model causing almost
complete clearance of primary tumor
as well as lung metastases.

Thorne
et al.35

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

VVDTKDN1L
Recombinant virus
with TK and N1L
deletion in VVL15 strain

Intratumoral

LLC NSCLC cell line was used as a subcutaneous
transplant in the syngeneic model. Intratumoral
infection with VVDTKDN1L marked tumor
regression with increased intratumoral CD4+
and CD8+T cells and neutrophil accumulation.
TME changed with increased systemic NK cells
and augmented IL-a, IL1-b, and GCSF.

Ahmed
et al.36

Recombinant GLV-1h107,
GLV-1h108 GLV-1h109
contains the GLAF-1 gene
under the control of the
VV SE, SEL, and SL promoters,
respectively. All were inserted
at the J2R locus in the
parental virus GLV-1h68.

Intravenous

Intravenous injection of GLV-1h107,
GLV-1h108, and GLV-1h109, in subcutaneous
xenotransplanted A549 cell line tumor, caused
tumor regression. GLAF-1 is a scAb against VEGF.
Upon i.v. infection GLAF-1 is found inside the
tumor and TME, causing a decrease in blood
vessel formation occurs.

Frentzen
et al.37

EphA2-TEA-VV, a T cell
engager armed oncolytic VV
(TEA-VV) encoding secretory
bispecific. T cell engagers
(TEs) that bind both to human
CD3 and a tumor cell surface
antigen EphA2. Derived from
original vvDD, WR strain.

Intravenous

After lung tumors were formed in systemic
(i.v. injected A549 cell line) xenotransplanted
NSCLC model, EphA2-TEA-VV was i.v. injected
with or without unstimulated PBMCs. Strong
tumor clearance and activation of T cells
together with creased IFN-g and IL-2 secretion.

Yu
et al.38

Myxoma
virus

Oncolytic myxoma
virus (MYXV)

Intraperitoneal and
intratumoral application
of MYXV, single or
combined with a low
dose of cisplatin

Intratumoral delivery of MYXV to the syngeneic
immunocompetent murine SCLC model induces
extensive tumor necrosis with marked host
immune cell infiltration. Intratumoral injection
of human SCLC PDX models in NSG mice
background showed severe impairment
of tumor growth

Kellish
et al.39

Recombinant MYXV
expressing IL-15

Intravenous
Bone marrow-
derived MSCs

i.v. injected B16-F10 melanoma cell line forming
tumor foci in the lung of syngeneic C57BL6 mice,
followed by i.v. injection withMYXV-IL-15 loaded
MSCs. Formation of pulmonary melanoma foci
was largely prevented, resulting in longer
survival. Treated lungs showed high
infiltration with NK and CD8+ T cells.

Jazowiecka-
Rakus et al.40

Recombinant MYXV
expressing TNF-a

Intravenous, combined
with ICI anti- PD1/PD-L1
and CTLA-4

Autologous peripheral
blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs)

i.v. injected K7M2-Luc lung metastatic
osteosarcoma cell line in syngeneic BALB/cJ mice,
followed by i.v. injection with MYXV-TNF-loaded
PBMCs. MYXV-loaded PBMCs caused efficient
lung lesion regression and longer survival.
Combined ICIs anti-PD1/PD-L1 and
anti-CTLA-4 synergized well with MYXV-TNF.

Christie
et al.41

Recombinant MYXV-
expressing tumor necrosis
factor family member
TNFSF14 (LIGHT)

Retro-orbital intravenous,
combined with ICI
anti-PD1

PBMCs

i.v. injected K7M2-Luc lung metastatic
osteosarcoma cell line in syngeneic BALB/cJ mice,
followed by systemic application of MYXV-
LIGHT-loaded PBMCs. Treatment led to
overall longer survival and tumor regression.
Very efficient LIGHT expression and onset
of innate and adaptive immune responses.

Christie
et al.42

Reovirus
Reovirus type 3
Dearing strain (T3D)

Intravenous

H1299 human NSCLC cell line was used for
the subcutaneous xenotransplanted lung cancer
model. Reovirus i.v. injected caused tumor
regression and induced a decrease in
HIF-1a expression thereby lowering
VEGFA levels in the tumor.

Hotani
et al.43

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

Reovirus T3D Intravenous Adipose-derived MSCs

TC1 NSCLC cell line was used for the
subcutaneous syngeneic lung cancer model.
MSCs loaded with reovirus were i.v. injected
causing tumor regression and growth arrest,
followed by an increase of IFN-g secretion.

Seyed-
Khorrami
et al.44

Measles
virus

Attenuated measles
virus (MV) HU-191 strain

Intratumoral

Intratumoral injection with MV Hu-191
in a syngeneic model with subcutaneously
transplanted A549 and LLC tumor cell lines
caused clear tumor cell death and regression
with increased T cell infiltration of TME.

Zhao
et al.45

Attenuated Schwartz
vaccinal strain of measles
virus expressing recombinant
GFP (MV-eGFP)

Intratumoral

MV-eGFP infection of subcutaneous
xenotransplanted human NSCLC cell lines
ADK3, ADK117, ADK153, and A549 caused
high levels of tumor cell death and tumor
regression. MV oncolysis is associated
with in vivo activation of caspase-3.

Boisgerault
et al.46

Influenza
virus

Low pathogenic oncolytic
influenza virus IAV

Intranasal injections

IAV infection of somatic NSCLC in Raf-BxB mice
leads to reversal of immunosuppressed tumor-
associated lung macrophage function to an
M1-like pro-inflammatory active phenotype.

Masemann
et al.47

Herpes
simplex
virus

AP27i145 HSV-1, recombinant
HSV-1 expressing complement
miRNA145 sequences in 30

UTR of ICP27

In vitro only

The combination of radiotherapy and AP27i145
infection was significantly more potent in
killing NSCLC cell lines (A549, H1975,
H460, and H838) than each therapy alone.

Li et al.48

R-LM249, recombinant
HSV-1 retargeted to
exclusively infect HER2
expressing cells

Intravenously
Fetal membrane
(FM)-derived MSCs

Single i.v. injection with R-LM249-loaded FM-
MSCs efficiently prevented metastatic tumor
formation in the lungs of subcutaneous
xenotransplanted human ovarian cancer
cell line SK-OV-3.

Leoni
et al.49

Cf33-GFP

Chimeric poxvirus generated
through homologous
recombination among nine
strains/species of poxviruses,
expressing GFP

Intratumoral
injections

Tumor regression in both xenotransplant
and syngeneic NSCLC models. Infiltration
of tumors by CD8+ T cells.

Chaurasiya
et al.50

Coxsackie
virus

Coxsackievirus B3
(CVB3) strain

Intratumoral,
injections

CVB3 was injected in a subcutaneous
xenotransplant NSCLC (A549 or EBC-1 cells)
model. Tumor regression and clearance with
NK and granulocyte inside tumor and TME.
Tumor cells express calreticulin and secreted
ATP as well as HMGB1.

Miyamoto
et al.51

CVB3 strain
Intratumoral injections,
with wild-type or
UV-inactivated CVB3

Single-dose CVB3 injection in subcutaneous
xenotransplanted, KRASmut human NSCLC cell
line (A549, H2030, and H23) tumors. A specific
increase in tumor cell death and regression
occurred, suggesting that CVB3 is a potent OV for
preferential KRAS-mutant lung adenocarcinoma.

Deng
et al.52

microRNA-modified
CVB3 (miR-CVB3) strain
containing multiple
miR-145/miR-143 sequences

Intraperitoneal

Infection of miR-CVB3 in both NSCLC, KRASmut

(cell lines A549, H2030, and H23) and SCLC,
Trp53mut/RBmut (cell lines H524 and H526) causes
significant tumor regression in both lung tumor
types, expanding CVB3 tropism to SCLC,
independent from KRAS status.

Liu
et al.53

Bovine
herpes
virus

Bovine herpes virus 1
(BoHV-1) strain

Intratumoral with
trichostatin A treatment

Infection of BoHV-1 in subcutaneous
xenotransplanted A549 cell line tumor caused
tumor regression. HDAC levels are repressed, and
BoHV-1 shows synergy with HDAC inhibitor
trichostatin A.

Qiu
et al.54

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

Newcastle
disease
virus

Wild-type NDV strain
(NDV/Altai/pigeon/770/201)

Intratumoral

NDV infection of A549 human lung tumor
cells in subcutaneous xenotransplant model.
Increased necrotic effect on tumor cells
but not on non-tumor cells and PBMCs.

Yurchenko
et al.55

Wild-type FMW
strain (NDV/FMW)

Intratumoral

FMW infection in subcutaneous xenotransplanted
tumor cell lines A549 and H460 induced tumor
regression and tumor cell death mainly via
autophagy.

Ye
et al.56

Wild-type FMW
strain (NDV/FMW)

NDV-FMW triggers caspase-dependent apoptosis
in lung cancer spheroids and promotes autophagic
degradation in lung cancer spheroids by inhibiting
the AKT/mTOR pathway. NDV-FMW injected in
subcutaneous xenotransplanted H460 spheroid
cell clusters induced tumor regression.

Hu
et al.57

Attenuated NDV-HUJ
strain derived from the
original NDV B1 strain

Intravenous

NDV-HUJ was injected in a syngeneic model
with metastasizing lung adenocarcinoma cell line
3LL-D122 as a subcutaneous and orthotopic lung
transplant. Virus-selective oncolysis is dependent
on apoptosis and is associated with higher levels
of viral transcription, translation, and progeny
virus formation.

Yaacov
et al.58

Recombined NDV
strain (NDV-D90)

Intratumoral

NDV-D90 maintains tumor-selective replication
properties and induces tumor cell apoptosis.
A549 human lung tumor cells in subcutaneous
xenotransplant model showing impairment
of tumor growth.

Chai
et al.59

Adenovirus
H101, generated by both
deleting E1B and E3 in
adenovirus type 5 (Ad5)

Intratumoral

Human lung adenocarcinoma cell line XWLC-05
subcutaneous xenotransplant model. High levels
of cytotoxicity, efficient cell lysis, and G2/M
arrest cause significant tumor regression.

Lei
et al.60

Ad-apoptin, recombinant
Ad5-expressing apoptin

Intratumoral

Ad-apoptin injected in subcutaneous
xenotransplant lung tumor (A549 cells) model
showing impairment of tumor growth, and
increased apoptosis. Ad-apoptin targets AMPK
and inhibits glycolysis, migration, and invasion
of lung cancer cells through the AMPK/mTOR
signaling pathway.

Song
et al.61

Ad.hTERT-E1A-TK,
recombinant Ad5
expressing HSV-TK
and hTERT driving

Intratumoral

Ad.hTERT-E1A-TK infection combined with
administration of prodrug gancyclovir (GCV)
resulted in more potent cytotoxicity on A549
cells and synergistically suppressed human
lung cancer A549 tumor growth in the
subcutaneous xenotransplant model.

Zhang
et al.62

Complete E1B-deleted
conditionally replicating
Ad (CRAd) Adhz60

Intratumoral and
intrape, with
temozolomide (TMZ)

H441 human lung tumor cell line in
subcutaneous xenotransplant model.
Adhz60 acted synergistically with TMZ
in suppressing tumor growth.

Gomez-
Gutierrez
et al.63

OBP-301 (telomelysin) is
an attenuated Ad5 with a
hTERT promoter driving
both E1A and E1B to regulate
viral replication. OBP-301
sensitizes human cancer cells
to ionizing radiation by
inhibiting DNA repair

Intratumoral,
with gemcitabine

OBP-301 and gemcitabine have synergistic
effects causing increased regression of
tumor lesions in subcutaneous xenografts
of human lung cancer cell lines H460,
H322, and H358.

Liu
et al.64

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

Ad5/3-D24aCTLA4
Expressing Ig2 type
anti-CTLA4 mAb in
E1A-deleted Ad5/3
chimeric virus

Intratumor

Ad5/3-D24aCTLA4, injected in a subcutaneous
xenotransplant lung tumor (A549 cells) model.
Severe tumor regression and inhibition of
Tregs and increased CD8+/Treg ratios;
increased T cell activity.

Dias
et al.65

Capsid-modified,
Ad5-derived virus

Intravenous
Mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs)

MSCs loaded with modified Ad5 homed primarily
to lungs in orthotopic xenotransplanted NSCLC
cell line model. Significantly increased tumor
regression. Very efficient systemic delivery
of Ad5 in various organs besides the liver.

Hakkarainen
et al.66

Ad-IAI.3b,
derived from Ad5

Intravenous
A549 cells were first
infected with Ad-IAI.3b
and then irradiated

Irradiated and with Ad-IAI.3b-loaded A549 tumor
cells into orthotopic xenotransplanted lung
squamous cell carcinoma cell line (KLN205)
model. Accumulation of Ad-IAI.3b in the lung
with strong tumor regression. Increased tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) with high
Th1-related cytokine expression.

Saito
et al.67

Ad-uPAR-MMP-9,
expressing antisense
RNAs against uPAR
and MMP-9

Intratumoral
and intravenous

Ad-uPAR-MMP-9 was injected into a
subcutaneous xenotransplant lung tumor
(H1299). Severe tumor regression and
impaired angiogenesis. Ad-uPAR-MMP-9 was
i.v. injected into a subcutaneous xenotransplant
metastasizing lung tumor (A549). A strong
decrease in angiogenesis but also metastasizing
capacity is shown by the low number
and size of lung metastases.

Rao
et al.68

AdE3-SCCA1 derived
from Ad E3. Here the
squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC) specific promoter
SCCA1 drives E1A expression

Intratumoral
A549 cells infected
with AdE3-SCCA1

A549 tumor cells loaded with AdE3-SCCA1 were
injected into a syngeneic subcutaneous SCC (SCC7
cells) model. Mice were preimmunized against
AdE3 and only the loaded A549 cells induced
complete tumor regression. Co-loading A549
with AdE3-SCCA1 and Ad-mGM-CSF
augmented the anti-tumor effect.

Hamada
et al.69

ICO15K-FBiTE, expressing
FBiTE, a bispecific T cell
engager against FAP.
Fibroblast activation
protein-a (FAP) is highly
overexpressed in cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs)

Intravenous combined
with preactivated T cells
from human PBMCs

ICO15K-FBiTE, injected in subcutaneous
xenotransplant lung tumor (A549 cells) model.
Clearance of tumor lesion and activation and
proliferation of T cells; resulting in CAF
targeting. Increased tumor T cell retention
and accumulation in tumor and TME.

Sostoa
et al.70

Freedman
et al.71

Recombinant adenovirus
KGHV500, expressing
anti-p21Ras scFv

Intravenous CIK cells

CIKs loaded with KGHV500 were intravenously
injected into an A549 tumor xenotransplant model
leading to significantly increased tumor regression.
Note that A549 has high expression of KRASV12

and KGHV500 and anti-p21Ras scFv were
observed in tumor tissue but were nearly
undetectable in normal tissues.

Lin
et al.72

Recombinant adenovirus
ZD55 harboring tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-related
apoptosis-inducing ligand
(TRAIL), manganese-
containing superoxide
dismutase (MnSOD),
and TRAIL-isoleucine-
aspartate-threonine-glutamate
(IETD)-MnSOD

Intravenous CIK cells

CIKs loaded with ZD55 were intravenously
injected into an A549 tumor xenotransplant
model inducing a significantly higher level of
tumor cell death and lower tumor volumes
as compared with the non-transgene expressing
control ZD55. Tumor tropism of ZD55-loaded
CIKs was very high.

Jiang
et al.73

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

ICOVIR-15 with E2F
responsive palindromes in
E1A promoter, as CRAd
derived from AdD24-RGD;
replication-incompetent Ad-iC9,
expressing inducible caspase-9

Intravenous

Bone marrow-derived
MSCs loaded with
combined ICOVIR-15
and Ad-iC9

MSC loaded with ICOVIR-15/Ad-iC9 were
systemically applied in a subcutaneous A549
tumor xenotransplant model After 48–72 h, MSCS
could be detected in local tumor tissue resulting
in consistent tumor clearance and longer
survival of treated mice.

Hoyos
et al.74

Single ICOVIR-15
Intravenous with
allogeneic PBMCs

Human menstrual
blood-derived MSCs
loaded with ICOV_IR-15

MSCs loaded with ICOVIR-15, combined
with allogeneic PBMCs, systemically infected
in a subcutaneous A549 cell xenotransplant
model. Efficient clearance of tumor mass and
antitumor efficacy partially mediated by
monocytes and NK cells.

Moreno
et al.75

ICOVIR-5, strain
analog to ICOVIR-15

Intraperitoneal
Murine bone
marrow-derived MSCs

MSCs loaded with ICOVIR-5 (Celyvir therapy),
i.p. infected in syngeneic murine lung
adenocarcinoma (CMT64 cells) model. Significant
tumor clearance occurred, loaded MSCs homing
into the CMT64 tumor followed by an invasion
of the tumor bed by a high number of CD8+
and CD4+ cells.

Rincón
et al.76

ICOVIR-5, strain
analog to ICOVIR-15

Intravenous
Murine bone marrow-
derived MSCs, either
syngeneic or allogeneic

MSCs loaded with ICOVIR-5 (Celyvir therapy),
systemically infected in syngeneic murine lung
adenocarcinoma (CMT64 cells) model. Tumor
clearance after Celyvir treatment. Both syngeneic
and allogeneic Celyvir induce systemic activation
of the immune system, similar antitumor effect,
and a higher intratumoral infiltration of
leukocytes, as shown by high infiltration
of CD45+ cells in the tumor core.

Morales-
Molina
et al.77

ICOVIR15-cBiTE, expressing
an epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR)-targeting
bispecific T cell engager (cBiTE)

Intraperitoneal with
allogeneic PBMCs

Human menstrual
blood-derived MSCs

MSCs loaded with ICOVIR15-cBiTE, systemically
infected in subcutaneous (A549) xenotransplanted
human adenocarcinoma model. Enhanced tumor
clearance compared with unarmed IVOVIR-15.

Barlabé
et al.78

Vesicular
stomatitis
virus

Recombinant oncolytic vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV) pseudo-
typed with LCMV-GP expressing
tumor-associated antigens,
termed VSV-GP-TAA

Intravenous with
KISIMA-TAA as a
self-adjuvant cancer
vaccine in combination
with anti-Pd1 antibody

Priming vaccination with KISIMA-TAA
followed by VSV-GP-TAA resulted in strong
tumor regression and even increased with
anti-PD1, in the syngeneic NSCLC model using
TC-1 cell line as subcutaneous transplant.

Das
et al.79

Attenuated, recombinant
Av3 strain, expressing GFP

Intravenous

Murine CT26 colon
carcinoma and L1210
leukemia cell lines.
Human A549 lung
adenocarcinoma cell line

Tumor cell lines loaded with Av3 were injected in
orthotopic transplanted (CT26 lung tumor cell
line) syngeneic models. Both murine tumor cell
lines delivered high doses of VSV, even when
recipient tumor-bearing mice were pre-
immunized against VSV. The xenogeneic human
A549 cell line showed similar carrier efficiency.
Lung tumor carrier cells end up preferentially in
the lung while leukemic carrier cells disperse
systemically. Cell-mediated delivery of VSV can
be achieved using allogeneic or xenogeneic
carrier tumor cell lines, proving that carrier
cells can evade immune responses against OVs.

Power
et al.22

Voyager-V1 (VV1) VSV
strain expressing IFN-b
and sodium iodide
symporter (NIS)

Intravenous, combined
with anti- CTLA4 and
PD1 Abs

VV1, combined with anti-CTLA4 and anti-PD-1,
were intravenously injected in syngeneic CMT64
adenocarcinoma cell line models and induced
durable tumor regression, high level of TILs
and efficient CD8 TL response against
CMT64 neo epitopes.

Ram
et al.80

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus constructs

Applications and
eventual combined
(chemo)therapies Carrier cell type Results Reference

VSV-IFN-b, recombinant
VSV expressing interferon-b

Intravenous
Blood outgrowth
endothelial cells
(BOECs)

Syngeneic lung metastatic LM2 mammary tumor
model was intravenously injected with VSV-IFN-b
loaded BOECs causing a major regression of lung
metastases. Similar i.v. application in an A549
xenotransplantation model led to severely
increased antitumor activity and survival.

Patel
et al.81
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injection into tumors, their systemic application shows a far lower
anti-tumor efficacy. The latter effect is mainly due to OV’s susceptibil-
ity to factors of the innate and adaptive immune systems such as com-
plement proteins, antibodies, and the reticuloendothelial system that
surveys the blood circulation for oncolytic virions. More specifically,
complement proteins have been found to compromise oncolytic func-
tions of OVs.18 Nonetheless, some of the complement protein effects
can be antagonized by intrinsic factors encoded by specific OVs, such
as glycoproteinCof herpes simplex virus (HSV) and complement con-
trol protein VCP encoded by vaccinia virus (VV).19,20 In addition, it
became clear that systemic anticancer treatment efficacies of OV plat-
forms derived frommeasles virus,21 vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV),22

reovirus,23 HSV,24 adenovirus,25 and parvovirus26 are significantly
hampered or eliminated by pre-existing or therapy-induced neutral-
izing antibodies. Table 2 presents an overview of several viruses that
have been used in (pre)clinical applications against lung cancer, indi-
cating potential (dis)advantages for the therapeutic use of each
OV type.

On the other hand, improvements in molecular engineering have
made it possible to alter the viral genome to increase its anticancer ac-
tivity by inserting novel transgenes and attenuating their virulence by
removing viral genes associated with pathogenesis.82 Since the FDA
recently approved a modified HSV strain, talimogene laherpaprevec
(T-vec), for the treatment of melanoma, oncolytic virotherapy has
become more accepted.83 Patients with intradermal metastatic mela-
noma are administered this OV via intratumoral injections that
initiate anti-tumor immune responses leading to a sustainable clinical
efficacy.84,85 However, the overall response to intratumoral injections
of primarily visceral illnesses, such as late-stage metastasizing non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), is quite low. Visceral malignancies
can be targeted through systemic OV application, but efficient tumor
cell infection might still be impaired due to the lowering of the viral
load by complement and antiviral antibodies.86 The possibility of
more significant systemic toxicity may be another drawback to intra-
venous OV application.87 Several different methods have been tried to
reduce these risks, such as immunological suppression to inhibit the
neutralizing antibody response or alterations to the virus to prevent
detection using concealed common antigens. Specifically, for VV,
several methods have been described to suppress antibody-mediated
viral clearance. In one study, the extracellular enveloped virus (EEV)
form of VV was covered by a lipid layer with anti-complement pro-
teins after which systemic use of these modified EEVs generated a far
lower viral clearance.88 In a more recent study from Nakatake et al.,89

partial deletion of vaccinia surface glycoprotein B5R generated an
EEV formwith a higher antibody-dependent neutralization resistance
than the wild-type EEV. The latter mechanism can be used by VV via
its EEV form, consisting of a normal virion covered with a host cell-
derived outer membrane that enables its spread via circulation while
evading host immune mechanisms.90 Even so, immune suppression
might turn out to be a two-edged sword since it might as well nega-
tively affect the OV-induced antitumor immune response.

Apart from all these methods, there is a need for alternative tech-
niques to facilitate shielded OV delivery91,92 since systemic infection
with naked virions has so far been shown to insufficiently escape the
above-described humoral immunity factors. One proposed delivery
method to solve OV’s issues with both blood clearance and tumor
penetration is based on the use of a patient’s own cells as a "Trojan
horse"-like delivery vehicle for OVs. Here, the patient’s own “carrier”
cells are first infected ex vivo, followed by systemic injection of these
OV-carrier cells, which then are ideally transported into the tumor
beds causing efficient tumor infection and lysis. Considering that cells
are the viruses’ natural hosts, seeing them as stealth OV carriers is
indeed very tempting. Even more so, the immune system typically ig-
nores OV carriers until antigen production begins in the latter stages
of infection. However, note that not every cell type can harbor or
replicate a specific virus as efficiently as to serve as an ideal carrier.
Research using intravenous administration of naked reovirus to pa-
tients revealed that all viral particles found in the blood were cell asso-
ciated, indicating that some viruses may naturally convey themselves
via cell carriers (Table 3). So, cells can act as OV carriers.93 One study
intriguingly demonstrated that human monocytes loaded with pre-
formed reovirus-antibody complexes (neutralizing the reovirus)
could ultimately deliver replication-competent reovirus to melanoma
cells in vitro.94 Here we present an overview of OV therapy used
against lung cancer and how to improve its efficacy using carrier cells
for the systemic delivery of OVs. We discuss the use, advances, and
future promises that such improved techniques hold for therapy
against lung cancer, especially when combined with established (im-
mune) therapeutic approaches.

Lung cancer

According to GLOBOCAN 2020, lung cancer has worldwide an ex-
pected 2.2 million new cases (11.4%) and is the major cause of cancer
mortality, with an estimated 1.8 million deaths (18%).105 There are
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Table 3. Clinical applications of systemic OV therapy for lung cancer

Oncolytic
virus Virus construct

Combination
therapy

Phase of
development Method and results

Clinical trials
identifier and references

Adeno
virus

Ad-HSVtk
Stereotactic body
radiotherapy and
pembrolizumab

II window of
opportunity,

Metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). In
situ, intratumoral, OV therapy consists of
adenovirus-mediated expression of herpes simplex
virus thymidine kinase (ADV/HSVtk) plus
valacyclovir therapy. Initial 28.5% complete or
partial response. The study is ongoing.

NCT03004183

Ad-HSVtk
Stereotactic body
radiotherapy and
nivolumab

II window of
opportunity
terminated

Intratumoral injection with Ad-HSVtk in metastatic
squamous and non-squamous NSCLC. No results,
the study is terminated.

NCT02831933

Adapted Ad-HSVtk
(CAN-2409)

Pembrolizumab II
Intratumoral injection of CAN-2409 in patients with
stage III/IV, refractory NSCLC. The study is
ongoing.

NCT04495153

ColoAd1, chimeric
adenovirus strain
(enadenotucirev)

I

i.v. infusion with enadenotucirev to assess delivery in
patients with NSCLC. A study completed:
enadenotucirev was delivered in most tumor samples
following i.v. infusion, with almost no activity in
normal tissue. Virus delivery coincided with high
local CD8+ cell infiltration in 80% of tested tumor
samples, suggesting a potential enadenotucirev-
driven immune response. Enadenotucirev delivery
was well tolerated, with no serious adverse events.

NCT02053220
Garcia-Carbonero
et al.95

Ad-MAGEA3, adenovirus
vaccine expressing MAGE-A3

Pembrolizumab I/II IO-resistant stage IV NSCLC. Study is ongoing. NCT02879760

MEM-288, adenovirus
expressing recombinant
CD40L and human IFN-b

I

Intratumoral injection in stage III/IV NSCLC
patients. Initial determination of MTD and
recommended phase II dose for the planned
combination of MEM-288 with an immune
checkpoint inhibitor. The study is ongoing.

NCT05076760

Combination of oncolytic
Onc.Ad5D24 and helper
-dependent HDD28E4
PD-L1, expressing
PD-L1 antibody

Onc.Ad5D24 and HDD28E4
PD-L1 (CAd-VECPDL1) in
combination with
HER2-specific CAR
T cell therapy

I

Patients with HER2-positive (including NSCLC)
solid tumors. Intratumoral injection with CAdVEC
followed by HER2-CAR T cell application.
Determining MTD and influence of tumor
microenvironment changes on CAR T therapy
efficacy. The study is ongoing.

NCT03740256
Tanoue et al.96

Recombinant adenovirus
expressing human IFN-l,
Onc.Ad.L-IFN

Onc.Ad.L-IFN (YSCH-01)
single use

I
Intratumoral injection with YSCH-01 in solid
tumors (including NSCLC) determining MTD and
safety. Study ongoing.

NCT05180851

ICOVIR-5 (CELYVIR)
MSCs loaded
with ICOVIR-5

II

Trial to determine the toxicity and clinical outcome
of infusion of autologous MSCs infected with the
oncolytic adenovirus ICOVIR5 (CELYVIR)
systemically applied in children with refractory or
recurrent metastatic solid tumors.
Results not posted. Ended prematurely.

EudraCT no.
2008-000364-16

CELYVIR
MSCs loaded
with ICOVIR-5

I/II

Evaluation of the safety and clinical response of
weekly (n = 6) infusions of CELYVIR in children and
adults with metastatic and refractory solid tumors.
Well-tolerated treatment, with only mild toxicity,
with the potential to achieve clinical responses in
patients with advanced tumors. The study is
completed.

NCT01844661
Ruano et al.97

CELYVIR
MSCs loaded
with ICOVIR-5

I/II

Studies the feasibility of the combination of
AloCELYVIR with chemotherapy and radiotherapy
for the treatment of children and adolescents with
relapsed or refractory extracranial solid tumors. The
study is ongoing, and results are not posted.

EudraCT no.
2019-001154-26

Measles
virus

MV-NIS Atezolizumab I
Intratumoral injection with measles virus, expressing
sodium iodide symporter (MV-NIS) for recurrent
and metastatic NSCLC. Study is ongoing.

NCT02919449

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus construct

Combination
therapy

Phase of
development Method and results

Clinical trials
identifier and references

Maraba
virus

MG1 strain expressing
tumor-associated antigen
MAGE-A3 (MG1-MAGEA3)

MG1-MAGEA3
with vaccine
Ad-MAGEA3

I/II

Initial vaccination with Ad-MAGEA3 is followed by
intravenous injections with MG1-MAGEA3 in
refractory NSCLC after complete platinum-based
chemotherapy and PD-1 or PD-L1 antibody-
targeted therapy. Study is ongoing.

NCT02879760

Coxsackie
virus

Coxsackie A21
strain (CVA21)

CVA21 with
pembrolizumab

I
Intravenous injection in refractory NSCLC patients.
Study is ongoing.

NCT02043665

Vaccinia
virus

Recombinant vaccinia
virus VV-GL-ONC1,
derived from Lister strain.
Expressing luciferase
and b-galactosidase

GLV-1h68 or
GL-ONC1 alone

I
Intra-pleural administration in NSCLC patients with
malignant pleural effusion. The study is ongoing.

NCT01766739

GL-ONC1 GL-ONC1 alone I
Systemic application for NSCLC patients. Dose
safety profile and viral delivery were monitored.
Study is ongoing.

NCT00794131

TG4010 (Mva-Muc1-Il2),
a modified vaccinia strain
Ankara (Mva), expressing
human mucin1 (MUC1)
and IL-2

TG4010 alone or
after combined
vinorelbine/cisplatin

II

i.v. infusion with TG4010 in stage IIIB or IV NSCLC
patients. A total of 65 patients were treated: 35.1% of
TG4010 (combined) showed PR and 14.1% of
TG4010 (alone) had CR. The OS for TG4010
(combined) was 12.7 months and for TG4010
(alone) 14.9 months. The combination of TG4010
with chemotherapy was well-tolerated and gave
promising results.

Ramlau et al.98

TG4010
TG4010 in combination
with first-line chemotherapy

IIB/III

Intravenous infusion with TG4010 in stage IV
NSCLC patients. A total of 222 patients were treated:
median PFS in TG4010 patients was 5.9 months and
in the placebo group 5.1 months. No adverse
treatment effects were noted. Overall TG4010
combined with chemotherapy improves PFS vs.
single chemotherapy treatment. The study is
completed.

NCT01383148
Quoix et al.99

BT-001, modified vaccinia
strain expressing anti-
CTLA4 and human GM-CSF

BT-001 and
pembroluzimab

I/II
Intratumoral injection BT-001 in patients with
metastatic and advanced NSCLC. The study is
ongoing.

NCT04725331

JX-594, modified vaccinia
virus expressing human
GM-CSF

I

Intravenous infusion of JX-594 in advanced NSCLC
patients. The study is ongoing. MTD was determined
but virus delivery efficacy was moderate. Good
safety/toxicity profile.

NCT00625456
Breitbach et al.100

Vesicular
stomatitis
virus

Voyager-V1 (VV1) VSV
strain expressing IFN-b
and NIS

VV1 and
pembroluzimab

II

Intravenous injection with VV1 in refractory NSCLC
or pulmonary neuroendocrine cancer (NEC,
including SCLC) patients after initial treatment with
pembroluzimab.

NCT03647163

Reovirus
reolysin: human reovirus
type 3- Dearing strain

reolysin combined
with docetaxel and
pemetrexed

II

Systemic intravenous injection of reolysin in patients
with recurrent or metastatic NSCLC; 166 patients
were enrolled (14 to the safety run-in). The study is
completed: reolysin did not improve the progress-
free survival (PFS vs. single agent chemotherapy
(median PFS 3.0 months, 95% confidence interval
[CI], 2.6–4.1) vs. 2.8 months (95% CI, 2.5–4.0),
hazard ratio (HR) 0.90 (95% CI, 0.65–1.25), p =
0.53). Neither KRAS nor EGFR mutation was
associated with improved PFS, but STK11 mutations
did appear to have an association with improved PFS
(HR 0.29 [0.12–0.67); as did PIK3CA mutation (HR
0.45 [0.22–0.93]). The combination was tolerable,
although associated with increased rates of
neutropenic fever.

NCT01708993
Bradbury et al.101

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Oncolytic
virus Virus construct

Combination
therapy

Phase of
development Method and results

Clinical trials
identifier and references

reolysin
reolysin combined
with paclitaxel and
carboplatin

II

Systemic intravenous injection of reolysin in patients
with recurrent or metastatic NSCLC. Out of 37
patients enrolled, 20 patients had detected K-Ras
mutations, 3 patients had EGFR mutations, 10
patients had EGFR amplifications alone, and 4
patients had BRAF V600E mutations. The study is
completed: median PFS was 4 months (95% CI, 2.9–
6.1), median OS was 13.1 months (95% CI, 9.2–21.6),
and 1-year OS rate was 57% (95% CI, 39%–72%).

NCT00861627
Gong et al.102

Villalona-Carrero et al.103

reolysin
reolysin combined
with paclitaxel and
carboplatin

II

Systemic intravenous injection of reolysin in patients
with recurrent or metastatic SCC. Out of 25 patients
who received more than 1 cycle of therapy, the best
overall response was PR in 12 patients (48%) and SD
in 10 patients (40%) for a CBR of 88%. Of 21 patients
with >6 months follow-up 7 had PFS R6 months
(33.3%).

NCT00998192
Gong et al.102

Senecavirus
Seneca Valley
virus (NTX-010)

NTX-010 after 4
cycles of platinum-
based chemotherapy

II

Systemic i.v. injection with NTX-010 in patients with
extensive stage SCLC after completion of first-line
chemotherapy. A total of 50 patients were treated.
Study completed: median PFS was 1.7 months for
both the NTX-010 group and the placebo group;
therefore, OV as a single agent could not generate
obvious clinical responses in patients with advanced
SCLC.

NCT01017601
Schenk et al.104

Non-
specified

RT-01
RT-01 combined
with durvalumab

I

Intravenous injection of RT-01 followed by
durvalumab treatment of patients with extensive-
stage SCLC. Determining efficacy MTD and safety.
Study is ongoing.

NCT05205421

Herpes
simplex
virus

T3011, a genetically
modified oncolytic
herpes simplex virus
(HSV-1) strain

T3011 and
pembroluzimab

I/IIA

Intratumoral injection of T3011 followed by
pembrolizumab. Total 64 patients with advanced
solid tumors, including NSCLC. Safety and MTD
measurements. The study is ongoing.

NCT04370587

R130 genetically
modified HSV-1 strain

I

Intratumoral or intraperitoneal injection in patients
with advanced, refractory solid tumors (including
NSCLC). Initial MTD and safety/toxicity evaluation.
Study is ongoing.

NCT05886075
NCT05860374
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two main types of lung cancer: small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and
NSCLC, whereby NSCLC makes up over 85% of cases overall, while
SCLC makes up just about 15%. Based on histological characteristics,
NSCLC is further categorized into lung adenocarcinomas (40%),
squamous cell carcinoma (25%–30%), giant cell carcinoma (10%–

15%), and some not otherwise specified (15%–20%)106–108 (Figure 1).
Lung cancer is typically asymptomatic in its early stages, and this is
one of the main reasons why most lung cancer patients are diagnosed
relatively late with stage III or stage IV. Moreover, lung cancer pa-
tients are often diagnosed between the ages of 60 and 80, with the
most frequent occurrence between 65 and 75. Of these individuals,
50%–70% have locally progressed or fully metastasized cancer. The
International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer claims that
the 5-year survival rates in NSCLC stages IIIA, IIIB, IIIC, and IV,
were 36%, 26%, 13%, and 6%, respectively. The older population is
ineligible for intensive treatment because of the age-related functional
deterioration of several organs, which poses a problem in treating
lung cancer.109,110 Lung cancer therapy relies on the tumor stage at
12 Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024
the time of diagnosis (Table 1, types of treatment for various stages).
Surgical resection is the recommended course of therapy for individ-
uals with NSCLC in stages I and II. For stage II malignancies, plat-
inum-based adjuvant treatment is advised after complete resection.
Patients whose tumors cannot be surgically removed are adminis-
tered radiation and chemotherapy with a curative goal (stage IIIB).
Palliative treatments and radio-chemotherapy are provided to pa-
tients who are in advanced stages (stage IV).108,111–113 Patients with
SCLC have a significantly lower life expectancy compared with those
with NSCLC.114 Typically, SCLC has an early onset of metastasis
whereby early, limited lesions already have similar histopathological
features as extensive lesions. Therefore, only lesion size and presence
of metastasis determine if SCLC is of limited or extended stage (Nich-
olson, 2021). For both SCLC stages, the standard of care is radiation
with platinum-based chemotherapy. Although SCLC initially re-
sponds well to radio-chemotherapy, almost all tumors eventually
relapse leading to high mortality rates. Recently, some advances in
anti-SCLC treatment have been achieved using immune checkpoint
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Figure 1. Pie chart illustrating the overall prevalence

of common lung cancer (sub)types

About 80% of SCLC patients are ever-smokers vs. only

16% never-smokers. This differs significantly for NSCLC

where about 40% are never-smokers compared with 60%

ever-smokers. Especially lung adenocarcinoma (90% vs.

35%) was higher among never-smokers than among

ever-smokers, suggesting fundamental differences in lung

cancer ontology between these two different groups of

patients.
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blockers in combination with chemotherapy.115 Overall, the lethality
of SCLC remains much higher than for NSCLC patients. According to
reports, patients with late-stage lung cancer have a shorter life expec-
tancy than those diagnosed with early stages. Therefore, it is essential
to develop new methods for early lung cancer diagnosis as well as
novel efficient therapies to treat lung cancers in their advanced stages.

OVs for cancer therapy

Oncolytic virotherapy is a method of treating cancer by utilizing an
attenuated virus with increased tropism for tumor cells. In general, vi-
ruses are harmful germs that infect cells, engage their DNA, RNA, and
protein-synthesis machinery to reproduce, and then lyse their host
cell to distribute their offspring, spreading the infection across a tissue
(Figure 2). OVs, however, must have certain characteristics, such as
not being pathogenic, capable of targeting and eradicating cancer cells
specifically, and having the ability to be genetically engineered to
release tumor-killing proteins.116 Table S1 shows an overview of spe-
cific features from OVs that were most frequently used against lung
cancer in various experimental settings.

The cellular tropism of each virus dictates which tissues are most
frequently infected. Different OVs with various tropism and tumor
selectivity may be influenced by the level of receptor-mediated cell
entrance, intracellular antiviral responses, or restriction factors that
control the sensitivity of the infected cell to viral gene expression
and replication.117 Nevertheless, the ability to infect, multiply, and
lyse cells is a trait of naturally occurring lytic viruses.

This means that many OVs have their specific cell receptors, and
upon cell entry can interact with host cell factors to facilitate viral
genome replication, after which many viruses’ replication cycles
take advantage of altered biological pathways in cancer cells.118

With advances in biomolecular techniques and our improved un-
derstanding of cancer biology and virology, it became possible to
create viruses with higher tumor selectivity and enhanced oncolytic
activity.
Molec
Thus intracellular aberrations that arise in gene
expression or signaling pathways (such as RB/
E2F/p16, p53, IFN, PKR, EGFR, Ras, Wnt, anti-
apoptosis, or hypoxia) in cancer cells or tumor
microenvironment have been studied and dis-
sected with a variety of OVs such as adenovirus, HSV, poxvirus,
VSV, measles virus, Newcastle disease virus (NDV), influenza virus,
and reovirus.117 Each of the different virus types has its own specific
set of genes responsible for viral replication and in some cases immune
evasion of the infected host cell. This knowledge facilitated the genetic
engineering of diverse OVs to target cancer cells and spare normal
cells. This especially holds for the three OV types most used against
lung cancer, namely HSV, adenovirus, and pox virus. For example,
in adenovirus, transcription of both viral immediate-early E1A and
E1B genes can be controlled by tumor-specific promoters, excluding
adenovirus replication in normal cells, such as deletion of the Delta-
24 (D24) sequence in the constant region 2 (CR2) of the E1A coding
region caused an evenmore attenuated virus.Here, theD24nucleotide
sequence of CR2 encodes the RB-binding domain of E1A, which in in-
fected normal cells enables the release of E2F and subsequent viral
replication. Thereby, the Delta-24 deletion in E1A renders the adeno-
virus deficient in replication in normal cells that are out of the cell cycle
in a post-mitotic status. Importantly, the 24-base pair deletion does
not compromise Ad replication in cancer cells without functional
RB expression. Resulting conditionally replicating adenovirus
(CRAd) strains could then be further optimized by inserting a short
peptide sequence with an Arg-Gly-Asp RGD motif into the HI loop
of the adenovirus knob protein, which significantly raises its affinity
with its receptor on the cell surface and causes a more efficient inter-
nalization in the host cell.119 For HSV, conditionally replicating
HSV-1 strains were specifically designed to target cancer cells.120,121

Here, three viral genes g34.5,UL39, and a47were deleted that encode
infected-cell protein ICP34.5, ICP6, and ICP47, respectively. Nor-
mally these three genes render wild-type HSV the ability to evade
the host antiviral response and continue its replication cycle.

Normally infection with wild-type HSV causes the activation of pro-
tein kinase R (PKR), which then phosphorylates eukaryotic initiation
factor 2a (eIF-2a) rendering it inactive and thereby leading to the in-
hibition of protein synthesis. Expression of ICP34.5 circumvents this
by dephosphorylating eIF-2a and thus allowing viral protein synthe-
sis in the infected cells.
ular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024 13
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Figure 2. Strategies for improving oncolytic virus efficacy

Oncolytic viruses (OVs) are designed for distinct expansion within the tumor niche.

At least seven important modes of action can be elicited in tumor cells after infection

with optimized, genetically engineered OVs. The introduction of three types of

transgenic payloads in OV genomes results in the expression of angiogenesis in-

hibitors, immunostimulatory factors, and pro-drug converting enzymes. Direct ge-

netic manipulation of the OV genome might alter its intrinsic capacity to transduce

host cells and affect the viral replicative life cycle through alternations in transcrip-

tion, translation, and induction of pro-apoptosis activities. The latter intrinsic OV

genome mutation can also affect the maintenance and viral life cycle of OVs in

various carrier cell types.
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Since PKR activity is a downstream inhibiting target of RAS and is
also otherwise often impaired in most cancers, deleting ICP34.5 will
severely attenuate HSV in normal cells only. Deletion of UL39 has
a different effect since it encodes ICP6, a large subunit in viral ribo-
nuclease reductase, which converts ribonucleotides into deoxyribo-
nucleotides that are utilized in viral genome synthesis. Lacking
ICP6 restricts viral replication to dividing cells, as mature, post-
mitotic cells lack ribonucleotide reductase expression and enough de-
oxyribonucleotides.121 On the other hand, HSV immediately early
protein ICP47 interacts with the transporter associated with antigen
presentation (TAP), blocking the antigenic peptide transport into
the endoplasmic reticulum and subsequent loading onto major histo-
compatibility complex class I (MHC class I) molecules and presenta-
tion on the cell surface. ICP47 therefore impairs MHC class
I-dependent CD8+ T cell response against HSV-infected cells,122

improving HSV capacity to evade viral-induced immune response.
Deletion of ICP47 attenuates HSV virulence but this can be beneficial
for the removal of infected tumor cells due to the more efficient pre-
sentation of tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) as we discuss below.
Comparable mechanisms to modify virulence are applied in VV,
belonging to the family of poxviruses. VV encodes a double-stranded
14 Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024
RNA binding protein (E3L) that prevents activation of protein kinase
PKR,123 and an eIF-2a homolog (K3L) that blocks phosphorylation of
eIF2a.124 Complementary to these mechanisms, VV can weaken the
binding of complement cascade through the VV expression of the
viral complement control protein (VCP) encoded by C3L125 and
membrane-bound glycoprotein B5R,126 which is essential for the for-
mation of an EEV form of VV. Moreover, the B5R extracellular
domain shares a high similarity with VCP and together they might
be involved in protection against host immune responses.

However, an alternative way for attenuating vaccinia virulence was
introduced through the deletion of the VV thymidine kinase (TK)
gene. TK is involved in the synthesis of deoxyribonucleotides to facil-
itate DNA replication in cells with suboptimal nucleotide precursor
pools. While the TK gene is necessary for replication in normal cells,
where intracellular nucleotide concentration tends to be low, it is not
necessary for cancer cells, which have relatively high concentrations
of intracellular nucleotides.127 Thus, replication of the TK-deleted vi-
rus is dependent on the growth status of the host cells. Another way of
generating tumor specificity of VV through genetic engineering was
found through the deletion of the vaccinia growth factor (VGF)
gene. VGF is expressed early during the VV infection cycle and is
secreted from infected cells. It then binds growth factor receptors
on surrounding resting cells and stimulates cell proliferation, thus
preparing them for subsequent VV infection. This function is impor-
tant for VV replication in normal tissues, but dispensable in tumors
because tumor cells are naturally proliferating. Therefore, VGF dele-
tion creates VV that preferentially replicates in tumors. Deletion of
both the TK and VGF genes (double deleted VV or vvDD) was shown
to significantly decrease pathogenicity compared with wild-type
virus.128 Interestingly and contrary to most other OVs (Table 2),
wild-type unmodified reovirus did already show an enhanced viral
replication preference in cancer cells as compared with normal cells.
This enhanced reovirus tropism is most likely linked to activated
EGFR-RAS pathway activity connected with PKR inactivation.129

On the other hand, both preclinical investigations and clinical trials
have demonstrated that anti-tumor therapy employing naturally on-
colytic NDV is safe and efficacious.130–132 In a preclinical experiment
using athymic mice implanted with lung cancer, Chai et al.59 showed
that a reverse genetics system based on the oncolytic NDV D90 strain
(rNDV-GFP, recombinant NDV carrying an enhanced green fluores-
cent protein gene), as well as the parental D90 virus, significantly sup-
pressed body weight loss and tumor growth (Table 2).

Essential elements of OV therapy, such as systemic dissemination and
intratumoral replication, are easily monitored in vivo by adding mo-
lecular reporters into viral genomes, which has dramatically advanced
our understanding of the intricate dynamics of this strategy.133,134

These encouraging developments have raised the possibility that
OVs may be administered intravenously to patients with advanced
and otherwise incurable illnesses to "seek and kill" metastatic deposits.
Optimal therapeutic efficacy of OVs as a systemic administration re-
agent is, however, constrained because, in most situations, the evoked
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Figure 3. Mechanisms of OV therapy

(A) OVs either naturally or after genetic manipulation selectively multiply in cancerous cells. Due to viral clearance, normal cells are unaffected. Lysis of tumor cells is caused by

viral replication and the activation of cell death mechanisms. By releasing viral offspring, oncolysis makes it possible for fresh tumor cells to become infected. (B) Immuno-

stimulating effects. Oncolysis, which is brought on by virus replication, results in the production of pathogen- and damage-associated molecular pattern molecules (PAMPs

and DAMPs, respectively), as well as antigens associated with tumors (TAAs) and viruses. These antigens are subsequently absorbed by antigen-presenting cells (APCs)

such as dendritic cells, which then induce the formation of tumor- and virus-specific T cells. At the same time, viral infection and replication trigger an inflammatory response,

which results in the production of chemokines and thereby attracts T cells. The latter action facilitates tumor- and virus-specific T lymphocytes to infiltrate into the tumor and

perform their immune function. (C) OVs as a platform for transgene delivery. Adenovirus and vaccinia virus are two examples of OVs that may be altered to carry transgenes

(armed OVs), after which transgene products can be specifically delivered to the tumor microenvironment and further stimulate an anticancer immune response.
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anti-viral immune response restricts the lethal effects of OVs, and the
effectiveness remains low.135–137 Four hypotheses might explain this
lack of efficacy: (1) patients carry antiviral antibodies. Pre-existing an-
tibodies quickly remove OVs after systemic injection, which reduces
OV therapy efficacy138,139. (2) Macrophages in the liver and spleen
eliminate OVs. (3) Physical barriers present a substantial hindrance
to viral transmission because, in solid tumors, OVs must penetrate
the endothelium layer to reach target cells. (4) OVs are quickly elim-
inated by the host’s immune system as a result of interactions between
OVs and antigen-presenting cells, strong antiviral immunity, pre-ex-
isting circulating antibodies, and blood factors such as platelets140 and
complement proteins.141,142 All these various combined factors make
it very difficult to predict if enough OV particles can reach the tumor
location after systemic infection. One contemporary solution to evade
some of the delivery problems for OVs is the use of cellular carriers
(CCs) as we discuss further below.
Mechanisms of OV action

Even though the mechanisms of OV function are still not fully under-
stood, it appears that OV administration can safely cause regression
in several human cancers through both: (1) direct oncolysis in which
both infected tumor and, only by some specific OV types, simulta-
neous infected tumor-associated stroma cells143 undergo local cell
death, and (2) promotion of the systemic immunological activity to
the tumor’s virally induced cell death144,145 (Figure 3).

Intrinsic mechanisms

Multiple methods, including pyroptosis, apoptosis, necrosis, and au-
tophagic cell death, are used by OVs to kill cancer cells after infection.
Except for apoptosis, the remaining modes of cell death mentioned
above are very immunogenic and trigger both non-specific and
specific immune responses. When viral-infected cancer cells die,
TAAs together with danger signals, such as danger-associated
Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024 15
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molecular pattern (DAMP) and pathogen-associated molecular
pattern (PAMP) molecules, are released.146 Antitumor effects
through stimulating an adaptive immune response can be seen in
distant tumor sites that were not locally treated with OV, as a result
of cytotoxic CD8+ T cell activation.147

A range of cytokines, including interleukins, interferons, and tumor
necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), are released by dying cells into the imme-
diate environment, further enhancing cell-mediated immunity.
PAMPs, TAAs, DAMPs, and cytokines work synergistically to pro-
mote antigen-presenting cell (APC)maturation, which in turn primes
CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes for the adaptive host immune
response through cross-presentation.148 The innate immune system
is also implicated in the antitumor reaction following OV therapy,
as shown by the ability of type I IFNs and DAMPs to directly promote
natural killer (NK) cell activity against cancer cells.149 In addition,
certain OVs also target the tumor vasculature, which results in the
loss of the tumor’s blood supply and the death of uninfected tumor
cells.150

Enhancing OV anti-tumoral response

Just as viral gene deletion has been applied to increase the selective
infection of tumor cells by OVs, the insertion of therapeutic genes
through genetic engineering has been utilized to increase OVs’ anti-
tumoral responses. In this section, we emphasize the arming of
OVs with immune-stimulating molecules, such as cytokines, mole-
cules that improve immune system cross-priming, and T cell co-stim-
ulatory molecules, as a critical method to improve anti-tumoral
responses after OV infection.145 Numerous studies with cytokine-ex-
pressing OVs produced promising outcomes.151,152 Several OVs
expressing cytokine granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating fac-
tor (GM-CSF), which stimulates APC maturation and increases cyto-
toxic T lymphocyte responses against malignancies, are presently
applied in clinical studies (Table 3). The most researched GM-CSF
expressing OV is T-VEC. Sample examination from melanoma le-
sions treated with intratumoral T-VEC injection revealed that these
treatments resulted in both local and systemic T lymphocyte re-
sponses.153 OVs expressing heat shock proteins (HSPs) are an alter-
native strategy to boost anti-tumoral immune responses. OV-infected
tumor cells undergoing oncolysis produce HSPs, which trigger the
generation of chemokines and activate dendritic cells (DCs) via the
TLR4 pathway. The innate and adaptive immune systems are cross-
primed by HSPs; hence OVs were developed to overexpress HSPs,
particularly HSP70. Adenoviral vectors that express HSP70 have
shown anticancer activity in human solid tumors from a phase I study
and in patients with xenograft models of hepatocellular carcinoma.154

Another strategy to boost cytotoxic T lymphocyte activation against
tumor cells is to target T lymphocyte activation by designing OVs
to produce T lymphocyte co-stimulatory molecules. Costimulatory
molecules, including CD40 and CD80, are present in professional
APCs. Arming OVs by expressing CD40 ligand (CD40L) evokes an
innate response and enhances DC maturation and activation, which
in turn activates T cells. The latter effect occurs when a T-helper
response is elicited and results in cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) activa-
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tion when CD40L, a transmembrane protein produced on CD4+
T cells, interacts with its receptor on an APC.155 However, the func-
tional efficacy of OV infection can be severely hampered by the pres-
ence of stroma surrounding solid tumor lesions. The stroma is a
multi-componential tissue, which consists of tumor-associated mac-
rophages (TAMs), the (compact) extracellular matrix, tumor vascula-
ture, and, to a large degree, cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs),
which all together as non-epithelial, tumor-associated stromal cells
(TACs) create a proficient tumor environment. TACs are of decisive
importance for tumor progression, metastasis, and therapy resistance,
by forming a barrier against infiltrating immune cells and anti-tumor
drugs. Some native OVs are known to target stromal components
such as CAFs or vascular endothelial cells. Only VSV has been shown
to have a natural tropism for CAFs. VSV could infect CAFs that were
associated with pancreatic tumor cells in patient-derived xenograft
models.156 Interestingly, VSV replication in both pancreatic tumor
cells and stroma is enhanced by reciprocal signaling between tumor
cells and CAFs. Tumor cells secrete TGF-b1, which promotes VSV
infection in CAFs, and CAFs secrete FGF2, which reduces innate
anti-viral retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) expression in pancre-
atic tumor cells. In turn, the reduced expression of RIG-I makes these
cells more permissive to viral infection.156

Although only VV and VSV have an intrinsic capacity to target tu-
mor-associated endothelial cells and thereby disrupt vascularization,
other OVs need to adapt their viral genomes. In the latter case, OVs
are “armed” and capable of transcriptional or transductional
endothelial targeting by way of downregulating angiogenic factors
or expressing antiangiogenic molecules157 (Table 2).68 A study from
Arulanandam et al.158 showed that tumor-dependent levels of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) repressed type I inter-
feron-mediated antiviral signaling in endothelial cells, after which
endothelial cells were sensitized for VV infection. These results
showed that intrinsic high levels of VEGF inside the tumor vascula-
ture could increase OV tropism for endothelial cells158 and exemplify
how vascular-targeted OVs can improve cancer treatment efficacy.

The last two decades have shown a steady advance in the targeted use
of other and above-mentioned engineered OVs against a broad range
of solid tumors in an extensive number of (pre)clinical trials that
confirmed OVs’ potential as immunotherapeutic tools too.

These promising developments coincide with the remarkable break-
through of immunotherapy using ICIs in the treatment of lung can-
cer. ICI therapies ultimately aim to vaccinate against lung cancer
through the induction of a lasting adaptive immune response against
lung tumor cells. Various vaccination technologies are currently being
developed and optimized as promising new strategies for lung cancer
therapy. Oncolytic virotherapy could certainly take its place among
these new types of immunotherapeutics since, because of their selec-
tive lysis of tumor cells, OVs can induce a lasting adaptive immune
response. In Tables 2 and 3 we present an overview of most (pre)clin-
ical studies with various OVs against lung cancer. Although many
OVs show clear anti-tumor efficacy in nearly all preclinical studies,
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Figure 4. Carrier cells deliver their replicating OV load via a three-stage kinetic model

(A) Typical kinetics of OV delivery using permissive cancer cells (CCs). OV-infected cellular carriers undergo an eclipse phase after the virus is ex vivo added at time zero (t = 0),

which comes before the release phase in which viral protein production, exponential amplification, and the release of offspring virions take place. (B) Three stages of CC/OV

delivery that are delivered sequentially and are mapped to the duration of the viral development cycle depicted in (A) at the optimal times. Slower replicating OVs in specific

CCs can elongate the eclipse phase significantly but might also produce a lower number of virions. The eclipse and release periods are therefore critically dependent on the

OV life cycle in its CC and unique for every specific CC/OV combination. The complete eclipse period must be long enough to facilitate a proper stealth delivery. The release

phase on the other hand should be fast enough to prevent a long time expression of viral proteins by the CCs to successfully evade adaptive barriers such as antiviral

antibody-dependent cellular clearance.
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progress in clinical phase I/II studies is nevertheless slow and takes a
long time to evaluate but promising results are obtained (Table 3).

Moreover, systematic reviews and meta-analyses evaluated the effi-
cacy and safety of OV in lung cancer and showed that the objective
response rate was significantly higher in patients receiving oncolytic
adenovirus H101 monotherapy or combination with chemotherapy
than in patients only receiving chemotherapy.159 There still is a
long way to go before the use of optimized OVs will be sophisticated
enough to become a standard part of a likely combined (immuno)
therapy against lung cancer. For this, the pitfall of systemic OV appli-
cation must be overcome.

Cellular carriers for OVs

As stated above, an entirely different way of augmenting systemic OV
therapy effectiveness can be achieved by using CCs for OVs. Ideally,
CCs protect their OV load against innate and adaptive immune re-
sponses and thereby lead to a more efficient OV delivery in any tumor
bed. Not only OV but also CC characteristics determine delivery ef-
ficacy and tropism and, even after optimizing these different factors,
the cellular OV delivery system’s ultimate success or failure depends
on the precise coordination of three crucial steps in space and time, as
shown in Figure 4. The CCs are first loaded ex vivo; secondly, cells are
delivered to the tumor location through the circulatory system; and,
finally, viral release inside the tumor bed is required. Once this pro-
cess is started, it must be synchronized with the OV life cycle inside
the specific carrier cell type employed for delivery. Therefore, to guar-
antee that OV-loaded CCs reach their destination at the appropriate
moment, a thorough understanding of the process dynamics is neces-
sary.134 This strategy resembles how some viruses have evolved to
propagate throughout their host or obtain access to other tissues.
For instance, the human immunodeficiency virus has been shown
to bind to circulating DCs and macrophages, which subsequently
move spontaneously to lymph nodes and spread the virus to its in-
tended target cell type, i.e., CD4+ T cells.160 Preclinical research has
shown that most cell types investigated for use as oncolytic viral
Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024 17
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delivery systems belong to one of the three groups listed below: pro-
genitor cells, immune cells, and transformed cells. For instance,
several cell types, including mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), cancer
cells, DCs, and blood outgrowth endothelial cells (BOECs), have
been employed to treat solid tumors161,162 and in particular for
lung cancer as shown in Tables 2 and 4.

Each of these cell types has specific benefits and possible drawbacks.
In principle, the perfect cell carrier should not only shield its viral
payload from neutralization and target it directly to the tumor site,
reducing harm to normal tissues, but the cell carrier should also
possess anticancer efficacy. Additional properties, such as a favorable
safety profile, ease of isolation, and/or manufacturing, are essential
features to consider when deciding which carrier cell type is most suit-
able for clinical application. An optimal CC therefore requires three
features: (1) CCs should be easily infected by virus, (2) CCs carry
the virus specifically to the tumor bed while hiding it from immune
recognition, and (3) CCs should release progeny virus to act upon
distant tumor sites. All these features must be considered for deter-
mining the CC systems best suited for each different tumor indica-
tion, especially considering the need for systemic OV applications
against lung cancer metastases.

MSCs

MSCs are immature multi-potent stem cells that can self-renew and
differentiate into various cell types such as fat cells that give rise to
marrow adipose tissue (adipocytes), muscle cells (myocytes), bone
cells (osteoblasts), and cartilage cells (chondrocytes). Apart from
placental umbilical cord tissue, MSCs can be derived from distinct
adult tissues such as bone marrow, peripheral blood, and adipose tis-
sue. MSCs infected with OVs can enhance the transport of the ther-
apeutic payload to cancer sites because of their innate tumor
tropism.163 These cells are potential delivery vehicles to even diffi-
cult-to-reach metastatic neoplastic foci because they in principle pro-
tect OVs from antiviral host immune response (Figure 5). Numerous
studies demonstrated that injected MSCs can migrate in a targeted
manner (homing) to specific tissues163 (Tables 2 and 4), including
damaged and tumor regions. A signaling cascade similar to that found
in wound healing and intrinsic characteristics of the tumor sites, such
as the degree of vascularization, the level of oxygenation, the degree of
inflammation, etc., causes MSCs to migrate toward the tumor bed.164

Studies showed that administering MSCs intravenously causes signif-
icant initial trapping in the lungs,165,166most likely due to the large size
of MSCs and their accumulation in the capillary beds of the lung.
Following a single intravenous injection of infected MSCs, Leoni
et al.167 found that the combination of MSCs from various sources in-
fected with a HER2-retargeted oncolytic HSV and tested in murine
models of metastatic cancers had the highest concentration of carrier
cells and viral genomes in the lungs (Table 2). For at least 2 days, viral
genomes remained throughout the body. The HSV-MSC application
considerably slowed the formation of lungmetastases from subcutane-
ously (s.c.) transplanted ovarian cancer in athymic nude mice and
decreased the burden of brainmetastases from breast cancer s.c. trans-
18 Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024
plants in NOD SCID gamma (NSG) mice by more than half. In addi-
tion, studies on the antitumor efficacy of syngeneic or allogeneic mu-
rine MSCs infected with the oncolytic adenovirus ICOVIR5 (i.e.,
Celyvir system) have shown that both types of Celyvir increase the
infiltration of CD45+ cells and leukocytes in the center of murine
lung adenocarcinoma tumors77 (Table 2). In addition, more than a
decade ago, MSCs loaded with oncolytic adenoviruses were shown
to increase the bioavailability of systemically injected oncolytic adeno-
viruses in orthotopic murine models of breast and lung cancer.66 The
use ofMSCs in combinationwith different adenoviral designs has been
widely investigated in (non)systemic therapy. Rincón et al.76 used the
syngeneic murine CMT64 lung cancer cell line to produce a human
adenovirus semi-permissive tumor model. They showed the ability
of adenovirus-loaded murine MSCs (mCelyvir) homing to the trans-
planted CMT64 lung tumors. It was shown that intratumoral injec-
tions of ICOVIR5, the actual adenoviral construct, and mCelyvir
together caused a higher tumor clearance than they did separately (Ta-
ble 2). Another notable benefit of this combination therapy was the
enhanced recruitment and boost of tumor-infiltrating CD8+ and
CD4+Tcells. Therefore,MSCs can effectively transport genetically en-
gineered OVs to solid tumors such as lung cancer,165 and overall (pre)
clinical results suggest that systemic OV therapies using MSC carrier
systems have a perspective in lung cancer treatment (Tables 2 and 3).

Seyed-Khorrami et al.44 used MSCs loaded with oncolytic reovirus in
the syngeneic mouse TC-1 lung cancer model and tested their migra-
tory potency in vivo after systemic infection and assessed the efficacy
and quality of lung cancer treatment. The study’s findings showed
that the effect of reovirus infection on adipose-derived MSCs does
not seriously impair their ability to migrate into the tumor bed and
that MSCs can act effectively as a vehicle for oncolytic viral delivery
into the tumor site. Another encouraging development was shown
in a study by Wang et al.168 Here, advanced genetically engineered
enucleated MSCs kept their loading capacity for cytoplasmic-repli-
cating OVs in combination with refined homing mechanisms for tu-
mor tissues. Furthermore, enucleated MSCs were prevented from
proliferating and stably engrafting in host tissues, thereby diminish-
ing unwanted side effects after systemic use of MSCs.

Immune cells

A major problem for the effective use of immune cells as carrier cells
lies in the rather poor replication capacity of OVs within these
cells.169 While immune cells were once believed to be nothing more
than primary, albeit not efficient, viral transporters to tumor loca-
tions, more recent research has concentrated on developing a synergy
between the virus and immune cells to increase the anticancer effects
of both entities. The prominent role of the host immune system in
controlling and eradicating tumors is well known. So it is tempting
to use immune cells in such a way that their natural features can be
combined with a role as OV carrier cells170 and stimulate an even
more robust antitumor response.171

Cytokine-induced killer (CIK) cells have been extensively used to gain
a better understanding of this synergy. CIK cells locate their targets
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Figure 5. Advantage of systemic delivery of an MSC-shielded OV

Systemically injected unprotected OVs, such as the virus, cause an antiviral response through innate (NK cells, cytokines, mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS), com-

plement activation) and eventual adaptive (antibodies, T cell mediated) immunity, which clears the virus and prevents any oncolytic effects. On the other hand, efficient

transport to the tumor bed and oncolytic activity are made possible by viruses being protected by an appropriate protective carrier, such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs).

The therapeutic system, or "Trojan horse," consists of MSCs infected with OVs, which improves oncolysis and raises the acquired anti-tumor immune response, enhancing

the total anticancer impact. This figure is adapted from Hadry�s et al.2
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through the use of their own NKG2D receptor and its ligands, such as
the stress response ligands MICA and MICB. Multiple pressures
imposed by the immune environment during its fight against tumor
formation cause the elevated expression of these ligands in human
cancers172 (Table 2). Remarkably, viral infection is a stressor as well
and thereby enhances NKG2D ligand expression. CIK cells behave
like NK cells and try to eliminate tumor cells when they encounter
them. Adoptive transfer of OV-infected CIK cells into a tumor-
bearing host led to approximately 20% of CIK cells lysing at the tumor
location and the remaining 80% attacking the tumor.172

In addition, immuno-stimulatorymediators released by activated CIK
cells assist in generating a memory response and trigger the host
immune response.172 Jiang et al.73 (Table 2) infected CIKs with
oncolytic adenovirus ZD55-bearing TNF-related apoptosis-indu-
cing ligand (TRAIL), manganese-containing superoxide dismutase
(MnSOD), and TRAIL-isoleucine-aspartate-threonine-glutamate-
MnSOD. They showed that co-cultivation of lung cancer cell lines
with CIK cells expressing oncolytic adenoviruses dramatically
decreased the colony formation, proliferation, and invasion of these
tumor cells. The co-cultivated lung cancer cells also produced more
TNF-a, IFN-g, and lactate dehydrogenase than normal cells. More-
over, systemic injection of CIK cells harboring oncolytic adenoviruses
in a lung tumor xenograft model led to a significant decrease in tumor
load and lower levels of Ki67-expressing tumor cells.

Other studies investigated the use of DCs as delivery vectors for OV.
Although DCs can preferentially move to tumor areas, they have a
relatively limited inherent capacity to destroy tumor cells.173,174 How-
ever, as with other OVs, the fast generation of neutralizing antibodies
poses a significant challenge to effective systemic administration.
Therefore, the capacity of T cells, DCs, and peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMCs) as some types of CCs was evaluated, in how
far they could shield reovirus and myxoma virus from systemic
neutralization41,42,94 (Table 2).

In addition, studies with reovirus94,175 investigated how far these CCs
might influence the balance of the ensuing antiviral vs. antitumor im-
mune response. Reovirus was injected intravenously into C57Bl/6
mice harboring melanoma metastases, either in purified form or
loaded onto DCs or T cells. In both cases for naive mice, infected
by either purified OV or OV-carrier cells, OVs were detected in the
Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024 19
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tumor-draining lymph nodes a few days after treatment. However,
clearance of lung metastases was only attained when the virus was
delivered onmature DCs or T cells; purified reovirus or loaded imma-
ture DCs only caused partial early tumor clearance.94

BOECs

BOECs facilitate their use as CCs because they can be easily acquired
from a peripheral blood draw, rapidly produced in cell culture to large
numbers, and consistently cryopreserved without changing their
genome or phenotype,176 which makes them very well suited for clin-
ical applications. In lung cancer and melanoma models, BOECs have
previously shown their value as gene therapy vectors for systemic de-
livery to tumors.177 VSV is an OV that triggers a potent immunolog-
ical response, which makes it a good candidate for testing systemic
OV therapy in the context of naturally occurring immunity. Patel
et al.81 (Table 2) used ex-vivo-infected BOECs to deliver VSV in pre-
clinical models of NSCLC, in which BOECs were acquired from either
C57/Bl6 mice or human donors. VSV was engineered to contain
either exogenous GFP or IFN-b, as VSV-GFP or IFN-b, respectively.
This was followed by infecting both human and murine BOECs with
either VSV-GFP or VSV-IFN-b. In vitro, both human and murine
VSV-loaded BOECs killed NSCLC cells, whereas VSV-IFN-b was
protected against antibody neutralization. The in vivo experiments
with immune-competent mice harboring syngeneic LM2 lung metas-
tases81 (Table 2) clearly showedmurine BOECs localizing in the lungs
and VSV-infected murine BOECs decreased the tumor burden in this
model. The VSV-IFN-b-infected human BOECs showed improved
antitumor activity and survival in an A549 cell line xenograft model
as well since innate immunity is still largely intact in the athymic nude
mouse background.

OV-loaded tumor cells

Transformed cells have been tested as carriers for OV delivery to tu-
mors for more than two decades. Tumor cells have certain advantages
since they are easier to grow and infect with OVs compared with
normal cells, and their metastatic capacity renders them able to
home to specific organs where they can infiltrate metastatic tumor
beds. This would be ideal for the systemic delivery of large amounts
of viruses to metastatic tumors. Yet this is not the case for OV-loaded
transformed cells that form solid tumors such as A549 lung adenocar-
cinoma, MCF-7 breast carcinoma, HeLa cervical carcinoma, and
others. Despite their predicted efficacy, the abilities of these tumor cells
to home to specific body and tumor locations after intravenous injec-
tion are rather limited due to their tendency to mostly end up in the
small capillary beds of the lung178 as a result of their large size. Never-
theless, their limited capacity to reach metastatic tumors in these
experimental settings did not diminish their use as OV carriers to
target primary lung tumors.22 The use of leukemia cells as carriers
had a somewhat better effect, although it was not clear whether the de-
livery into distal tumors was a result of random accumulation of the
infected leukemia cells rather than specific homing of these carrier
cells to the local tumor beds.22 Still, transformed tumor cells do have
the capacity to metastasize and preferentially home into specific or-
gans for that matter. An example are myeloma cells expressing CXC
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chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) and thereby facilitating their homing
into bone marrow, as has been shown in a study by Liu et al.179 with
myeloma cells infected with themeasles virus. But then again, each tu-
mor cell type would have its characteristic tissue tropism, making it
difficult to use as a more general carrier cell. A personalized approach
would, however, be more tempting using a patient’s autologous tumor
cells as carriers. This would then incur the additional effect from these
infected, and after OV delivery lysed, tumor (carrier) cells as vaccines
during their systemic application.180 How far these procedures could
be applied in clinical therapy depends obviously on the proper safety
warrants and attenuation of any tumor cell line before use.

Optimization of cell-mediated oncolytic viral therapy

It became evident that systemic application of cell carriers loaded with
OVs holds a promise for significantly improved OV therapy against
primary lung cancer as shown in numerous (pre)clinical settings (Ta-
bles 2 and 3). Primary lung tumor lesions are well reached when OV-
loaded carrier cells accumulate inside the lung. However, this is
mostly due to lung blood vessels acting as a physical barrier to espe-
cially OV-loaded MSCs albeit to a lesser extent for other carrier cell
types. Late-stage NSCLC and almost always SCLC are nevertheless
overwhelmingly linked with aggressive metastasis formation, which
results in limited treatment options and therefore poor prognosis.
So, indeed, metastases are the main cause of high overall lethality in
lung cancer. OV therapy can only reach sufficient clinical efficacy if
the problem of targeting most if not all metastases has been addressed
and that is why there is an urgent need to optimize systemic (intrave-
nous) OV application against lung cancer. The latter implies a further
necessity to improve the use of cell-mediated OV therapy for optimal
clinical applications against lung cancer.

This means that the above-described direct genetically engineered
OVs with more selective tropisms and/or therapeutic gene expression
are crucial but insufficient to decidedly improve the much-needed
systemic OV therapy against metastasizing lung cancer. One evident
way of circumventing liver and lung barriers would be the use of an
intra-arterial (IA) application route for OV-loaded carrier cells. IA
administration has been shown to significantly expand the availability
and bio-distribution of MSCs.163 In a recent phase I study
(NCT03896568), Chen et al.181 used Ad Delta 24RGD loaded on allo-
geneic bone marrow-derived human mesenchymal stem cells via IA
in patients with recurrent glioblastoma or astrocytoma. The first re-
sults showed that OV-MSC perfusion into brain tissue worked far su-
perior compared with the i.v. applications.181 This method of IA
administration is potentially useful against brainmetastases that often
occur during extensive-stage SCLC. Similarly, intrapleural OV
administration is much more efficient than its systemic application
in causing major regression of malignant pleural disease.182 Given
that some 50% of advanced lung cancers develop metastases that
manifest themselves as malignant pleural effusions, intrapleural
administration of OV-loaded carrier cells could be a very effective
therapeutic application, which needs to be further explored. Another
important aspect that should be emphasized in the improvement of
cell-mediated OV therapy, is the preferential use of allogenic or
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even better autologous carrier cells that can be derived from the pa-
tient without extensive ex vivo procedures. Together all these mea-
sures of specific systemic application routes and choice of carrier
cell types should be complemented by an improved collaboration be-
tween OV and carrier cells, which can be achieved by advanced ge-
netic engineering of either or both partners. For instance, carrier cells
can gain increased tropism for tumors through transgenic expression
of appropriate chemo- or cytokines. As we briefly discussed above,
CXCR4 is a significant candidate and CXCR4-expressing MSCs man-
ifest a more efficient homing toward tumors in their inflamed micro-
environment.183 However, increased tropism toward tumor or spe-
cific organ tissues can lead to some unwanted viral infection and
replication inside healthy tissue too, which then necessitates an adap-
tation of OVs so that their capacity to infect normal tissue cells is
vehemently blocked.

Notably, the myxoma virus bypasses these side effects due to its
remarkably safety profile and cancer tropism. Myxoma belongs to
the pox virus family and only infects rabbits but no humans or other
non-leporid animals, while at the same time selectively infects and ly-
ses cancer cells from humans and various other species.184

Apart from MSCs, other carrier systems based on immune cells have
the advantage of not only increasing OV bioavailability but also
combining efficient tumor tropism with adoptive cell transfer. This
would then consequently link carrier-immune cell effector functions
with OV-induced oncolysis. In Table 2, we described two recent ex-
amples of this approach in preclinical lung tumor models. In the first
approach, Sostoa et al.70 used modified adenovirus ICO15K-FBiTE,
expressing FBiTE, a bispecific T cell engager against fibroblast activa-
tion protein-a (FAP), which is highly overexpressed in CAFs. In a
model using transplanted human lung tumor cell line A549,
ICO15K-FBiTE together with pre-activated T cells were i.v. injected
and caused strong regression of tumor lesions and simultaneous
clearance of surrounding CAFs. CAFs can impose a major hindrance
on the infiltration of OVs in the tumor microenvironment and this
elegant combination of OV-directed oncolysis with FBiTE-mediated
cytotoxicity against FAP-expressing CAFs might overcome this hin-
drance on OV function.

In a second example, Barlabé et al.78 used modified adenovirus
ICOVIR15-cBiTE, expressing an epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR)-targeting bispecific T cell engager (cBiTE) loaded on human
MSCs and systemically administered it together with allogenic
PBMCs into an A549 transplanted human lung tumor model. Due
to the high EGFR expression in A549 lung tumor cells, ICOVIR15-
cBiTE induced a much higher tumor clearance than the unarmed
ICOVIR15. Further preclinical experiments in which chimeric anti-
gen receptor-engineered T cells161,185 or tumor-infiltrating lympho-
cytes were used as carrier cells186 showed that this combinational
therapy improved tumor clearance as well as adaptive anti-tumor im-
munity. These studies demonstrated the potential of immune cell car-
riers of OVs and should be followed up with further (pre)clinical tests
in suitable lung tumor settings.
While some research groups recognized the potential of chiefly T
lymphocytes and secondarily myeloid cells, proof-of-concept studies
were not pursued by therapeutic refinement and a progression to-
ward clinical trials. We propose that, to bring forward a real integra-
tion between carrier cells and oncolytic virotherapy, the researchers’
attention should be focused on autologous cells that can be easily
recovered from the patient without lengthy ex vivo culture or differ-
entiation steps. Furthermore, genetic engineering of OVs could be
further exploited to enhance the “collaboration” between viruses
and carrier cells, for example, to boost carrier cell migration into
the tumor bed or to achieve prolonged release of OVs from carriers
without cytopathic effects. Even if carrier cells have a very high
tropism for tumors, they will likely also accumulate in non-tumoral
tissue, which limits the viral dose delivered to the tumor and puts
the healthy tissue at risk of viral infection and replication. There-
fore, if OV-loaded carrier cells have a tropism toward a specific or-
gan (for example, the lung or the liver) it may be necessary to
modify the virus to make the normal cells from that organ specif-
ically resistant to infection.

We believe that these approaches are highly promising and that we
will be seeing more examples of immune cell carriers for OV therapies
in clinical studies soon.

Given the variety of biological tools at our disposal and our expanding
knowledge of tumor biology and cell migration, it is conceivable that,
by biologically modifying the carrier cells and/or OVs, a significantly
improved boost in cell trafficking and systemic OV delivery can be
attained.

Even with tumor-targeted cell carriers, Reale et al.169 noted that, at
best, about 10% of all supplied cell carriers reach the target region.
Although this is a significant improvement over the expected intrave-
nous delivery of "naked" VSV, where just 0.001% of virions reach the
tumor, there is still potential for improvement. New strategies are
already presented such as one method in which molecules are ex-
pressed or conjugated that attach to exposed tumor antigens or tumor
vasculature. The latter effect occurs after a local change in inflamma-
tory condition inside the tumor vasculature causes an increased
expression of several adhesion molecules, such as integrins and selec-
tins. This most likely has an important impact on OV infections since
tumor vasculature is a common characteristic of most cancer types
and several OVs are already known to infect the tumor vasculature,
reducing blood supply to the tumor because of vascular collapse.
Thus, tumor vasculature is an appealing element of tumor biology
to target OV infection.100,187 Indeed, several studies using VV JX-
954 that specifically targets RAS/MAPK pathway188 have been pub-
lished in which OV infections were successfully directed into the
tumor vasculature causing regression of NSCLC lesions,100,158 and
that is why cell carriers could benefit from similar targeting tech-
niques. An example of such a technique is the use of P-selectin as a
suitable conjugate. P-selectin functions as a cell adhesion molecule
on the surfaces of activated endothelial cells, which line the inner sur-
face of inflamed blood vessels and activated platelets in the tumor
Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024 21
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microenvironment. The capacity of MSCs to bind to P-selectin
in vitro is enhanced by polymer coating189 with sialyl-Lewis X and
chemical conjugation190 of the MSC cell surface. Similarly, enzymatic
conversion of carbohydrate groups on the MSC and T cell subset-ex-
pressed glycoprotein CD44 to the sialyl-Lewis X epitope allowed
CD44 to bind to E-selectin. Interestingly, systemic application of en-
gineered MSCs expressing P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1)
and Sialyl-Lewis X (SLeX)191,192 led to a specifically increased delivery
of MSCs into inflamed tissues. Although the latter experiments were
not performed on tumor-bearing mice, similar increased MSC deliv-
ery should likely occur in highly inflamed lung tumor lesions too. Be-
sides this, these engineered MSCs showed a comparable high in vivo
turnover with normal control MSCs and had markedly higher tro-
pisms for inflamed tissues only. Therefore, ectopic expression of
PSGL-1 and SLeX in engineered MSCs does not induce an increased
loss of MSCs during passage through the lung capillary vessels but
merely causes a more efficient MSC delivery in inflamed tissues.
Further research is necessary to substantiate if CD44 and other alter-
nated conjugates can increase the preferential attachment of circu-
lating carrier cells to the tumor vasculature.

Another appealing strategy that may be used to treat various tumor
types is magnetic targeting since it does not rely on the carrier cell
or the expression of tumor-specific conjugates. Magnetic targeting
has been demonstrated to be feasible in guiding a wide variety of
cell types to multiple tissues for diverse purposes,193 even though it
is more frequently used to target smaller agents to tumors, such as
drugs194 or liposomes.195 Modifying the tumor microenvironment
is another possible strategy to increase the trafficking of carrier cells
to tumors. Using drugs or radiation, it is possible to cause the tumor
to become inflamed. This can raise the expression of adhesion mole-
cules, stimulate leakiness within the tumor’s blood vessels, and cause
the release of cytokines, which may facilitate the homing or extrava-
sation of carrier cells from blood vessels into the tumor.

In addition to boosting the trafficking of cells to tumors, cell carriers,
and their viral payloads, can be altered to enhance many elements of
cell-mediated OV delivery, such as loading capacity, virus generation,
and delivery to tumor cells. After all, the preferred OV might not
replicate or infect a cell carrier that reaches tumors optimally. Here,
OVs can be modified or pseudo-typed if needed in such a way that
they attach to a different entrance receptor expressed by the cell car-
rier. Many drugs improving viral replication can be utilized to in-
crease virus production by the carrier cell. Of course, it must be
certain that the applied drugs do not change the carrier cell’s traf-
ficking patterns during the OV-CC infection process. Besides this,
ectopic expressed immunological modulatory peptides might be de-
signed into cell carriers to either inhibit the immune response, pre-
pare the tumor for viral infection, or activate the immune system
for the second wave of attack on cancer. Next-generation cell carriers
have the potential to develop into sophisticated, mobile biological
factories that can launch a coordinated, multifaceted attack on tumors
as our knowledge of cell trafficking, tumor biology, and virology
advances.
22 Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024
Conclusion and perspectives

There is an urgent need for improved diagnosis and treatment of lung
cancer. Since it is one of the major causes of cancer-related deaths
globally, swift progress in developing new and better therapies is of
crucial importance. OVs have great potential to reverse immunolog-
ical tumor tolerance and activate anti-tumor immunity. They can be
used as a promising new immunotherapy approach alone or in
conjunction with other treatment modalities.196

In this review, we focus on howOVs with improved use of carrier cells
can refine (immuno)therapy for lung cancer. However, the number
and type of clinical studies that were specifically performed with sys-
temically administered OV-loaded carrier cells against lung cancer
are still limited (Table 3) and mainly used MSCs as carrier cells.
Even so, experimental settings of preclinical tests showed a high vari-
ation in both OV and carrier cell types, although a major weakness in
these studies is the limited resemblance that most preclinical models
have with the complex biology of heterogeneous lung cancer. Clonal
lung cancer cell lines such as A549 are indeed a poor substitute for
advanced lung cancer, whereas replacing themwith advanced somatic
mouse models for lung cancer in proper syngeneic backgrounds can
significantly increase the physiological relevance of the preclinical
models. Besides, the use of patient-derived xenotransplant (PDX)
models ensures a better mimicking of human lung cancer, although
a drawback hereby is the need for an immune-compromised host
that impairs our potential for measuring a qualified host immune
response against applied OVs. However, some of the latter problems
can by now be bypassed through advances in genetically engineered
mouse models that generate humanized mice with a (partially) recon-
stituted human adaptive and/or innate immunity.197,198 Although
still far from perfect, humanized mice have the advantage of allowing
OV-loaded carrier cells to be used in variable ways against orthotopi-
cally transplanted human lung cancer PDXs and measure specific hu-
man adaptive or innate immune responses after OV infection. More
recent developments even presented humanized mice in which
intrinsic murine HLA genes were replaced by human ones so that
these mice were recipients of PDX tumors as well as autologous
PBMCs from the same patient.199 In summary, we can say that indeed
preclinical lung cancer models can be improved for better translatable
results with already available tools. We should also be realistic in ac-
cepting that murine and human immunity does have some intrinsic
differences, which apply to advanced syngeneic lung cancer models.
The humanized lung cancer models, although under continuous
development and improvement, still have their limitations too. None-
theless, a proper refinement of the type and use of lung cancer models
can lead to an important improvement in the quality and efficacy of
preclinical studies on OV applications with or without carrier cells.

We also should make better use of our growing insight into lung can-
cer biology in which the concept of tumor plasticity is not only a ma-
jor determining factor for intrinsic lung cancer heterogeneity and
changing tumor microenvironment (TME) interactions but also in-
fluences treatment response of most if not all lung cancer types.200

This tumor plasticity is common for lung cancer and is influenced
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if not governed by distinct molecular mechanisms such as epithelial-
mesenchymal transition, which leads to a dynamic shift in the differ-
entiated state of lung cancer cells. This can have major implications
for both OV and carrier cell tropism alike and should therefore be
considered during the design of each specific OV therapy for lung
cancer. OVs that infect through interaction with specific receptors
on their host cells are especially affected by tumor plasticity. For
instance, the SVV virus infects SCLC cell lines very efficiently due
to its direct interaction with anthrax toxin receptor 1201 which is
only expressed in a subclass of NEUROD1-expressing SCLC.202 Tu-
mor plasticity influences the presence and number of these
NEUROD1 subclass tumor cells during SCLC progression and that
is the likely reason that phase II trials with SVV on SCLC patients
were not successful104 (Table 3). Contrary to this, myxoma virus
tropism for all SCLC subtypes is not hindered by the need for a spe-
cific cellular receptor and preclinical results of its use against SCLC
PDX as well as syngeneic murine SCLCmodels showed significant tu-
mor clearance. So far OV immunotherapy against lung cancer has
been mainly tested in early-stage clinical trials with modest efficacy.
However, it becomes clear that OVs are a very promising platform
for combination therapy in the treatment of lung cancer. As we
discussed, the steadily improved clinical use of ICIs against various
human lung cancer types presents itself as an excellent choice for
combination therapy with OVs.

Apart from the latter therapeutic synergy, we should, however, bear in
mind how canonical lung cancer therapies such as radio- but espe-
cially chemotherapy are steadily improving using newly developed
nanocarriers. Both the specificity and efficacy of these therapies
advanced significantly, including those applied for lung cancer.203,204

Chemotherapy can have an even more profound influence on chang-
ing the immunosuppressive nature of the tumor microenvironment
after disruption of the complete tumor bed through more efficient
killing of cancer cells. Further to this, a synergy of ICI and chemo-
therapy has already shown its improved efficacy in clinical applica-
tions.205 So chemotherapy certainly remains an important partner
in combination with OV therapy too, although more clinical data
are needed to substantiate this.206 Another important aspect of
combinational ICI with chemotherapy or OV therapies in clinical tri-
als so far is the occurrence of patients undergoing complete tumor
regression (so-called "elite responders"). Although these elite re-
sponders are often only a small fraction of the total amount of patients
in each clinical trial, they are nevertheless very valuable and can offer
us a way to get important new insights into how immunotherapeutic
responses can be improved.

Since ICIs promote anti-tumor adaptive responses by removing blocks
on immune activation, which is known to break tolerance to self-anti-
gens and induce autoantibody formation,207,208 a subset of these auto-
antibodies may thus mediate anti-tumor responses and enhance ICI
efficacy. Changes in B cells and tertiary lymphoid structures have
been shown to contribute to ICI efficacy too,209,210 whereby specific
ICI-induced humoral (auto)antibody responses in elite responders
change the overall cellular adaptive immune response against a solid
cancer. Therefore, interrogation of humoral responses in cancers
from elite responders is an attractive strategy for the discovery of novel
targets and therapeutic antibodies for the treatment of cancer to exploit
synergism between ICI, chemotherapy and OV therapy.

Other encouraging prospects arise for early-stage, non-metastasized
lung cancer through local application of OVs in either the pleural cav-
ity or supported by advanced bronchoscopic techniques in the case of
parenchymal lung tumor lesions. Nevertheless, when lung cancer pre-
sents itself in its most deadlymetastasizing form, OV therapy can only
secure some efficacy after systemic application. And, even so, only in-
duction of a powerful anti-tumor response through OV’s immuno-
therapeutic effect can guarantee lasting remission of most if not all
metastatic lesions. Here, cell carriers play an important role in
enabling systemic delivery of OVs. As we discussed, essential features
of carrier cells are their specific tropism for tumor cells, capacity to
internalize viruses or attach them to their cell membrane, facilitate
proper viral replication, and at the same time remain viable long
enough to enable a systemic spread. These features pose a serious chal-
lenge in the advancement of carrier cell use in OV therapy, but genetic
engineering of different carrier cell types together with selective use of
adaptedOVs can alleviate some of the encountered difficulties in (pre)
clinical use. For lung cancer, like most solid cancers, this means opti-
mization of intrinsic features of CCs such as increased tropism for pro-
inflammatory tissues in the case of MSCs. Increased and broadening
tropism for various cell types will, however, bear invariable risk of
accumulation in non-tumor-bearing tissue so extra care should be
given to the use of attenuated OVs with strictly limited pathogenicity
to normal tissues. Also for lung cancer (Table 2), the use of immune
cells for OV carriers remains tempting; e.g., CAR T cells can be loaded
with OVs for successfully combining both therapies.185 CAR T cells
have a direct strong activity to kill cancer cells expressing TAAs on
the cell surface but are susceptible to the TME with its immune sup-
pressive modulators among others, such as immunosuppressive cyto-
kines, immune checkpoint inhibitory receptors and ligands (e.g.,
PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA-4), andM2 phenotype TAMs.Moreover, pre-ex-
isting TME can severely impair the level and function of tumor-infil-
trating lymphocytes such as CAR T cells. As we already discussed
above, OVs remodel the TME through upregulating immune check-
point costimulatory receptors and ligands (e.g., 4-1BB, 4-1BBL,
OX40, OX40L), proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-12, IFN, IL-6,
TNF),M1 phenotype TAMs,mature DCs, NK cells, etc. OV-mediated
oncolysis then further promotes immune activation by TAAs
spreading, which results in the proliferation of CTLs targeting other
TAAs presented by MHC in addition to CAR T cells. On the whole,
combining CAR T cell therapy and oncolytic virotherapy in a TME
should therefore benefit from an immediate function of CAR T cells
followed by OV-stimulated immune activation that causes a more
effective lysis of heterogeneous cancer cell populations, which could
mitigate tumor relapse encountered by CAR T cell therapy due to an-
tigen escape.211–213 However, one has to reckon with the most com-
mon toxicities of CAR T cell therapy, which consist of release syn-
drome (CRS) often concurrent with or shortly followed by immune
cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome (ICANS). Also whether a
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combination with OV therapy mitigates CRS and ICANS is not clear,
also due to the fact that so far this combinational therapy is only being
investigated in one clinical trial, in which HER2-CAR virus-specific
T cells and a binary oncolytic adenovirus are being used to treat pa-
tients with advancedHER2-positive solid tumors (NCT03740256, Ta-
ble 3). More research is needed to optimize combinations of CAR
T cells and OVs, including their dosage, delivery, and schedule, to
maximize their efficacy while minimizing toxicity.

On the other hand, oncolytic VSV, NDV, and VV induce vasculature
disruption to enhance tumor destruction,100,214 but this may limit the
ability of intravenously delivered CAR T cells to reach the targeted tu-
mor cells. This latter defect might at least be partially reduced by
concomitant systemic application of OVs loaded on CAR T carrier
cells.185,215 These studies show that CAR T cells loaded with albeit
low OV doses do not interfere with the function or expression of re-
ceptors in bothmurine and human T cells. CART cells readily deposit
OVs in a broad range of tissues and tumor targets and thereby
improve the applicability of CAR T and OV combinational therapies.

Many different types of OVs with tumor-selective replication and
cytolysis have been tested against lung cancer (Tables 2 and 3), but
optimal systemic application during clinical use was hampered by
the host immune system.

Towarrant amore efficient delivery of significant doses of OVs to lung
cancer, diverse types of carriers have been tested that include a variety
of cell lines and immune and progenitor cells (Table 2) for lung cancer
examples. Arguably, MSCs possibly have the best potential as cell car-
riers for systemic OV delivery. In vitro and in vivo experiments with
MSC-based carrier cells have demonstrated their capacity for viral
infection and multiplication, immune evasion, and tumor tropism
production.216 Further to this, MSC-derived carriers have shown great
promise for cancer therapy based on the results obtained in a variety of
preclinical tumor models (Table 2, ICOVIR-5/CELYVIR). The even-
tual translation of these preclinical results into clinical usage will be
revealed by the outcomes of trials such as an ongoing phase I/II inves-
tigation (NCT02068794), in whichMSCs infected with oncolytic mea-
sles virus are being administered217 orMSCs loaded with ICOVIR-5 is
being investigated in phase I/II trials (Table 3, NCT01844661 and
EudraCT no. 2008-000364-16) against refractory and metastatic solid
tumors in children and adults. Also, immune cells such as CIKs have
been successfully tested against lung cancer in a recent preclinical
study.72 Here, CIKs served as CIK cells as delivery vehicles for re-
combinant adenovirus KGHV500 that expresses anti-p21Ras scFv.
According to their findings, systemic infection with combined CIK-
KGHV500 considerably slowed the growth of KRasmutated lung can-
cer xenografts when compared with mice given KGHV500 therapy
alone. KGHV500 and anti-p21Ras scFv were also detected in tumor
tissue but were hardly noticeable in normal tissues.

These results and those from many other studies continue to empha-
size the importance of carrier cells for the improved use of OV ther-
apy against not only lung cancer but most other solid cancers too.
24 Molecular Therapy: Oncology Vol. 32 March 2024
However, as natural carrier cells are not optimized for delivering their
(viral) cargo to a particular location, other techniques, such as modi-
fying their tumor-specific ligand on the membrane surface,169,218

have been utilized to improve their performance. Furthermore, ge-
netic engineering of OVs will lead to new OV strains with increased
oncolytic capacity and decreased pathogenicity.219,220

Despite the potential of this approach, there are clear restrictions on
the use of cell carriers in therapy. The main issues are the necessity of
ex vivo cell infection and the cost, scalability, manufacture, and regu-
latory requirements associated with combining two extremely com-
plex biologic therapeutics into one product.17 This is nevertheless
not much more restrictive when compared with other cancer immu-
notherapies such as CAR T cell therapies. Of key importance will be
the improved efficacy of carrier cell-based OV delivery and, in doing
so, induce potent immunotherapy against various cancers. By extend-
ing our knowledge about the molecular mechanism of solid tumors
such as lung cancer and also improved tools for genome editing
such as CRISPR-Cas9,221 we will be able to produce new generations
of viruses with improved innate oncolytic capacity as well as better
ability to infect broad-range carrier cell types. In parallel to this,
cell-mediated carrier techniques are being improved using carrier
cell-surface-modifying techniques.169,218 Ultimately, all these efforts
should be combined to create optimal oncolytic viral therapies that
can be safely used in the clinic for eradicating lung solid tumors.
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